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The High-Performance Computing Center Stuttgart 
(HLRS) was established in 1996 as Germany’s first na-
tional high-performance computing (HPC) center. As a 
research institution affiliated with the University of 
Stuttgart and a founding member of the Gauss Centre 
for Supercomputing, HLRS provides comprehensive 
HPC services to academic users and industry. HLRS 
operates one of Europe’s most powerful supercomput-
ers, provides advanced training in HPC programming 
and simulation, and conducts research to address key 
problems facing the future of supercomputing. Among 
HLRS’s areas of expertise are parallel programming, 
numerical methods for HPC, visualization, grid and 
cloud computing concepts, data analytics, and artificial 
intelligence. Users of HLRS computing systems are ac-
tive across a wide range of disciplines, with an empha-
sis on computational engineering and applied science.
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of companies working with HLRS and its systems is still 
growing, and industrial usage reached about 300 mil-
lion core hours this year.

The highlight of 2023 was our procurement of two new 
supercomputers, culminating in December with the 
signing of a contract with Hewlett Packard Enterprise 
(HPE). The first, called Hunter, will arrive in 2024. It will 
serve as a stepping stone to a larger system, called 
Herder, which will enable HLRS to reach exascale per-
formance in 2027. Hunter and Herder will be based on 
AMD technology and the Cray networking architecture, 
enabling our users to jump to the next stage in super-
computing technology. In this annual report we preview 
the new systems and some of the exciting new oppor-
tunities they will offer.

HLRS provided supercomputing resources and support 
for more than 130 scientific research projects in 2023. 
Outcomes of these activities were presented at the 
26th Results & Review Workshop, and will also soon 
appear in the Transactions of the High-Performance 
Computing Center Stuttgart, published by Springer 
Verlag. This annual report highlights several of our us-
ers’ applications, demonstrating how HLRS enables sci-
entific discovery that is addressing today’s largest 
challenges.

2023 saw HLRS’s scientific team extend our activities 
across a variety of fields. As the field of artificial intel-
ligence (AI) grows, it is gaining traction in both our user 
community and our research projects. Working toge
ther with Dr. Andrea Beck and staff at HPE, for example, 
we have been exploring how physicsinformed machine 
learning approaches could enhance traditional simula-
tion methods for CFD. In this annual report you can find 
an interview with Dr. Beck about this project. We are 
also proud that a collaboration between HLRS scien-
tists and WIKKI GmbH was honored with an HPC Inno-
vation Excellence Award. The team implemented an im-
provement to the opensource simulation software 
OpenFOAM that will make CFD simulations more acces-
sible for industrial HPC users. 

Director’sWelcome
Grußwort

wieder das alte Niveau erreicht. Die industrielle Nut-
zung wurde nicht von der Pandemie beeinträchtigt. 
Etwa 300 Millionen Kernstunden wurden 2023 von In-
dustrieunternehmen gerechnet und die Anzahl an in-
dustriellen Anwendern nimmt weiter zu.

Der Höhepunkt des Jahres 2023 war die Beschaffung 
von zwei neuen Supercomputern, die im Dezember bei 
der Unterzeichnung eines Vertrags mit Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise (HPE) besiegelt wurde. Das erste System, 
Hunter, wird 2024 geliefert und als Übergangssystem 
für das Exascale-System Herder dienen, das im Jahr 
2027 eingeführt wird. Beide Systeme werden auf AMD-
Technologie und CrayNetzwerkarchitektur basieren 
und den Übergang zur nächsten Stufe der Supercom-
puting-Technologie ermöglichen. Hier geben wir einen 
Ausblick auf Hunter und Herder und einige der Chan-
cen, die diese mit sich bringen werden.

Das HLRS unterstützte 2023 mehr als 130 Forschungs-
projekte. Die Ergebnisse dieser Aktivitäten wurden auf 
dem 26. Results & Review Workshop vorgestellt und 
werden in den Transactions of the High-Performance 
Computing Center Stuttgart (Springer) veröffentlicht. 
Hier werden einige Anwendungen unserer User vorge-
stellt, die sich mit großen Herausforderungen der heu-
tigen Zeit befassen.

Im Jahr 2023 haben wir die wissenschaftlichen Aktivi-
täten des HLRS auf diverse Gebiete ausgeweitet. 
Künstliche Intelligenz (KI) gewinnt sowohl in unserer 
User Community als auch in unseren Forschungspro-
jekten zunehmend an Bedeutung. In Zusammenarbeit 
mit Dr. Andrea Beck und Mitarbeitern von HPE haben 
wir beispielsweise untersucht, wie physikalisch infor-
mierte Ansätze des maschinellen Lernens traditionelle 
Simulationsmethoden für CFD verbessern könnten. Im 
Interview spricht Dr. Beck über diese neuen Möglich-
keiten. Wir sind auch stolz darauf, dass eines unserer 
gemeinsamen Projekte mit der WIKKI GmbH mit einem 
HPC Innovation Excellence Award ausgezeichnet wur-
de. Das Team hat eine Verbesserung von OpenFOAM 
implementiert, die CFD-Simulationen für industrielle 
HPCAnwender zugänglicher machen wird. 

Welcome to the 2023 Annual Report of the HighPer-
formance Computing Center of the University of Stutt-
gart, presenting the results of an exciting year for 
HLRS, our users, and our partners. 

This year the disruptions caused by the COVID19 pan-
demic had largely passed, enabling our operations to 
stabilize. Our highperformance computing (HPC) 
training program has fully recovered, enhanced by a 
robust online curriculum launched during the pandem-
ic that enables us to reach HPC users who cannot trav-
el to Stuttgart. Our research project funding also re-
turned to normal, prepandemic levels. Industrial usage 
was not affected by COVID19, making 2023 a very 
good year with respect to industrial income. The number 

Dieser Jahresbericht des Höchstleistungsrechenzent-
rums der Universität Stuttgart umfasst die Ergebnisse 
eines aufregenden Jahres für das HLRS, seine Nutze-
rinnen und Nutzer sowie seine Partner. 

Im Jahr 2023 waren die von der COVID19Pandemie 
verursachten Beeinträchtigungen weitgehend über-
wunden, sodass sich die Aktivitäten des Zentrums sta-
bilisieren konnten. Unser Schulungsprogramm ist wieder 
vollständig im Normalbetrieb und wurde um ein um-
fangreiches OnlineKursangebot erweitert, das wir 
während der Pandemie eingeführt haben. Damit errei-
chen wir jetzt viele Nutzer von Höchstleistungsrech-
nern (HPC), die nicht nach Stuttgart reisen können. 
Auch die Einnahmen aus Drittmittelprojekten haben 

Prof. Dr.Ing. Michael M. Resch, Director, HLRS
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HLRS also contributed to projects that are bridging the 
gap between research and applications that are rele-
vant for industry and public administration. A project 
called CIRCE, for example, has been investigating how 
digital twins could support crisis management. HLRS 
and its partners in the CASE4Med project have also 
been planning the establishment of a Medical Solution 
Center. This will bring HPC and AI to the medical tech-
nology community, which could benefit from HLRS’s 
expertise and support.

Although HLRS’s main focus is on supporting applied 
science and engineering, we are also interested in ex-
ploring how HPC and AI could support the humanities, 
the social sciences, and the arts. In collaboration with 
the University of Stuttgart’s program in digital human-
ities, we helped to create a Stuttgart Research Focus 
on the (Re)production of Reality. Together with the Me-
dia Solution Center BadenWürttemberg we also host-
ed a meeting of European Institute of Innovation and 
Technology Culture & Creativity (EIT CC), a knowledge 
and information community that supports creatives in 
contributing to the development of a sustainable society.
 
HLRS continues to coordinate a Europe-wide effort to 
establish a network of national HPC competence cen-
ters within the scope of the EuroHPC Joint Undertaking 
(JU). The projects EuroCC and CASTIEL started their 
second project phases in 2023. An affiliated project 
called FF4EuroHPC held an industry summit in Berlin 
that highlighted new, successful applications of HPC 
and AI in small and mediumsized enterprises. Although 
the event marked the end of the project, we will likely 
implement a followup to this valuable effort in 2024. 
In the past year we also launched EuroHyPerCon, which 
will advise the JU on hyperconnectivity requirements 
across Europe. 

The easing of the pandemic meant that we were once 
again able to visit many of our partners around the 
world, renewing and extending our cooperation. For ex-
ample, we added a workshop on Japanese theatre to 
our annual visit in Japan, hoping to bring together sci-
ence and art in ways that strengthen our long-term 

partnership with the Cyberscience Center of Tohoku 
University in Sendai. We were also pleased that collab-
orations with the Korean Institute of Science and Tech-
nology Information (KISTI) and Guangzhou National 
Supercomputing Center were energized by mutual vis-
its.

In the midst of our many activities, HLRS remains at its 
core a national operations and service center for 
highperformance computing. In one important devel-
opment, we completed certification under the ISO 
27001 international standard for information security 
management. This should give our users and support-
ers the confidence that our systems are as secure as 
possible, and will enable our outstanding operations 
and infrastructure team to improve the quality of our 
services in the coming years.

The arrival of Herder in 2027 means that HLRS will 
need a new data center, and planning for this key infra-
structure project is well under way. Working together 
with the University Construction Office for Stuttgart 
and Hohenheim, and the science and finance ministries 
of the State of BadenWürttemberg, our goal is to com-
plete construction in 2027. 

These many developments mean that in 2024 HLRS 
will face new challenges. With the help of our sponsors 
at the state, federal, and European levels; with our na-
tional and international partners; and thanks to the 
commitment of our staff, however, it is clear that HLRS 
is well prepared to meet them. 

With best regards,

Prof. Dr.Ing. Dr. h.c. Prof. E.h. Michael M. Resch
Director, HLRS

Darüber hinaus ist das HLRS an Projekten beteiligt, die 
die Kluft zwischen Forschung und Anwendungen über-
brücken, die für die Industrie und Behörden relevant 
sind. So untersucht das CIRCEProjekt beispielsweise, 
wie digitale Zwillinge das Krisenmanagement unter-
stützen könnten. Das HLRS und seine Partner im Pro-
jekt CASE4Med bauen außerdem ein Medical Solution 
Center auf. Dieses wird HPC und KI in die Medizintech-
nikbranche einbringen.

Obwohl der Schwerpunkt des HLRS auf der Unterstüt-
zung der angewandten Natur und Ingenieurwissen-
schaften liegt, untersuchen wir auch, wie HPC und KI 
die Geistes und Sozialwissenschaften sowie Kunst un-
terstützen können. In Zusammenarbeit mit den Digital 
Humanities der Universität Stuttgart haben wir einen 
Stuttgarter Forschungsschwerpunkt „Re/producing 
Realities“ mitgeschaffen. Gemeinsam mit dem Media 
Solution Center BadenWürttemberg waren wir auch 
Gastgeber eines Treffens des European Institute of In-
novation and Technology Culture & Creativity (EIT CC), 
einer Wissens und Informationsgemeinschaft, die Kre-
ative dabei unterstützt, zur Entwicklung einer nachhal-
tigen Gesellschaft beizutragen.

Das HLRS koordiniert weiterhin wichtige Projekte auf 
europäischer Ebene, die von der EuroHPC Joint Under-
taking (JU) gefördert werden. Die Projekte EuroCC und 
CASTIEL gingen 2023 in ihre zweite Projektphase, in 
der das europäische Netzwerk nationaler HPCKompe-
tenzzentren weiter ausgebaut wird. Ein weiteres JU
gefördertes Projekt, FF4EuroHPC, veranstaltete einen 
Industriegipfel in Berlin, auf dem erfolgreiche Anwen-
dungen von HPC und KI in KMUs vorgestellt wurden. 
Obwohl der Gipfel anlässlich des Projektendes veran-
staltet wurde, planen wir, diese Aktivitäten von 2024 
an fortzusetzen. Im vergangenen Jahr haben wir auch 
die EuroHyPerConStudie mitinitiiert, die die JU zu den 
Anforderungen an die Hyperkonnektivität in Europa 
berät. 

Das Ende der Pandemie ermöglichte es uns, viele unse-
rer weltweiten Partner zu besuchen sowie unsere Kol-
laborationsvereinbarungen zu erneuern oder zu erwei-

tern. So haben wir unseren jährlichen Besuch in Japan 
um einen Workshop über japanisches Theater erwei-
tert, um Wissenschaft und Kunst miteinander zu ver-
binden. Darüber hinaus konnten wir die Zusammenar-
beit mit dem Korean Institute of Science and Techno-
logy Information (KISTI) und dem Guangzhou National 
Supercomputing Center dank gegenseitiger Besuche 
kräftigen.

Inmitten zahlreicher Aktivitäten war die Zertifizierung 
des HLRS nach ISO 27001 eine weitere wichtige Ent-
wicklung. Mit dieser Zertifizierung möchten wir gegen-
über unseren Nutzerinnen und Nutzern sowie unseren 
Fördergebern die Sicherheit unserer Systeme hervor-
heben und unser Bestreben ausdrücken, die Qualität 
unserer Dienstleistungen laufend zu verbessern. Dies 
ist nur dank unserer ausgezeichneten Teams in Betrieb 
und Infrastruktur möglich.

Für die Installation von Herder im Jahr 2027 benötigt 
das HLRS ein neues Gebäude. Die Planung für dieses 
wichtige Infrastrukturprojekt ist bereits in vollem Gange. 
In Zusammenarbeit mit dem Universitätsbauamt Stutt-
gart und Hohenheim sowie dem Wissenschafts und dem 
Finanzministerium des Landes BadenWürttemberg 
streben wir an, den Bau im Jahr 2027 abzuschließen.

Diese vielfältigen Entwicklungen stellen das HLRS im 
Jahr 2024 vor neue Herausforderungen. Mithilfe unse-
rer Fördergeber auf Landes, Bundes und europäi-
scher Ebene, mit unseren nationalen und internationa-
len Partnern und dank des Engagements unserer Mit-
arbeiterinnen und Mitarbeiter ist das HLRS jedoch gut 
darauf vorbereitet.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

Prof. Dr.Ing. Dr. h.c. Prof. E.h. Michael M. Resch
Direktor des HLRS
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The High-Performance Computing Center Stuttgart 
(HLRS) has set its path to exascale. Following a contact 
signing ceremony in December 2023, HLRS and Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise (HPE) announced the next two gen-
erations of supercomputers at HLRS.

In the first stage, a transitional supercomputer, called 
Hunter, will begin operation in 2025. This will be fol-
lowed in 2027 with the installation of Herder, an exa-
scale system that will provide a significant expansion 
of Germany’s high-performance computing (HPC) capa-
bilities. Hunter and Herder will offer researchers world-
class infrastructure for simulation, artificial intelligence 
(AI), and high-performance data analytics (HPDA) to 
power cutting-edge academic and industrial research 
in computational engineering and the applied sciences.

The total combined cost for Hunter and Herder is €115 
million. Funding will be provided through the Gauss 
Centre for Supercomputing (GCS), the alliance of Ger-
many’s three national supercomputing centers. Half of 
this funding will be provided by the German Federal 
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), and the 
second half by the State of BadenWürttemberg’s Min-
istry of Science, Research, and Arts.

HuntertoHerder:atwo-stepclimbtoexascale
Hunter will replace HLRS’s current flagship supercom-
puter, Hawk. It is conceived as a stepping stone to en-
able HLRS’s user community to transition to the mas-
sively parallel, GPU-accelerated structure of Herder.

Hunter will be based on the HPE Cray EX4000 super-
computer, which is designed to deliver exascale perfor-
mance to support large-scale workloads across model-
ing, simulation, AI, and HPDA. Each of the 136 HPE Cray 
EX4000 nodes will be equipped with four HPE Slingshot 
highperformance interconnects. Hunter will also lever-
age the next generation of Cray ClusterStor, a storage 
system purpose-engineered to meet the demanding in-
put/output requirements of supercomputers, and the 
HPE Cray Programming Environment, which offers pro-
grammers a comprehensive set of tools for developing, 
porting, debugging, and tuning applications.

Hunter will raise HLRS’s peak performance to 39 peta-
flops (39*1015 floating point operations per second), an 
increase from the 26 petaflops possible with its current 
supercomputer, Hawk. More importantly, it will transi-
tion away from Hawk’s emphasis on CPU processors to 
make greater use of more energyefficient graphics 
processing units (GPUs).

Hunter will be based on the AMD Instinct™ MI300A ac-
celerated processing unit (APU), which combines CPU 
and GPU processors and high-bandwidth memory into 
a single package. By reducing the physical distance be-
tween different types of processors and creating uni-
fied memory, the APU enables fast data transfer speeds, 
impressive HPC performance, easy programmability, 
and great energy efficiency. This will slash the energy 
required to operate Hunter in comparison to Hawk by 
approximately 80 % at peak performance.

ExascaleSupercomputing 
IsComingtoStuttgart

TheUniversityofStuttgartandHewlettPackardEnterpriseannouncedan
agreementtobuildtwo newsupercomputersatHLRS:HunterandHerder.

OntheWay
to Exascale
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Prof. Michael Resch (Director, HLRS), 
Anna Steiger (Chancellor, University of 
Stuttgart), and Heiko Meyer (Chief Sales 
Officer, HPE) signed the contract for 
 Hunter and Herder in a ceremony at HLRS.

Herder will be designed as an exascale system capable 
of speeds on the order of one quintillion (1018) flops, a 
major leap in power that will open exciting new oppor-
tunities for key applications run at HLRS. The final con-
figuration, based on accelerator chips, will be deter-
mined by the end of 2025.

The combination of CPUs and accelerators in Hunter 
and Herder will require that current users of HLRS’s 
supercomputer adapt existing code to run efficiently. 
For this reason, HPE will collaborate with HLRS to sup-
port its user community in adapting software to har-
ness the full performance of the new systems.

SupportingscientificexcellenceinStuttgart,
Germany,andbeyond
HLRS’s leap to exascale is part of the Gauss Centre for 
Supercomputing’s national strategy for the continuing 
development of the three GCS centers: The upcoming 
JUPITER supercomputer at the Jülich Supercomputing 
Centre will be designed for maximum performance and 
will be the first exascale system in Europe in 2025, 

while the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre is planning 
a system for widescale usage in 2026. The focus of 
HLRS’s Hunter and Herder supercomputers will be on 
computational engineering and industrial applications. 
Together, these systems will be designed to ensure that 
GCS provides optimized resources of the highest per-
formance class for the entire spectrum of cutting-edge 
computational research in Germany.

For researchers in Stuttgart, Hunter and Herder will open 
many new opportunities for research across a wide range 
of applications in engineering and the applied sciences. 
For example, they will enable the design of more fuel- 
efficient vehicles, more productive wind turbines, and 
new materials for electronics and other applications. 
New AI capabilities will open new opportunities for man-
ufacturing and offer innovative approaches for making 
largescale simulations faster and more energy efficient. 
The systems will also support research to address global 
challenges like climate change, and could offer data an-
alytics resources that help public administration to pre-
pare for and manage crisis situations. In addition, Hunter 
and Herder will be state-of-the-art computing resources 
for BadenWürttemberg’s hightech engineering com-
munity, including the small and mediumsized enter-
prises that form the backbone of the regional economy. 

The announcement of HLRS’s next-generation super-
computers, Hunter and Herder, marks a significant mo-
ment in the history of high-performance computing 
(HPC) at the University of Stuttgart, charting a path for 
HLRS to reach exascale performance. This major leap 
in computing power will help to maintain the center’s 
status as a leading institute for high-performance com-
puting in Europe. 

At the same time, the announcement marks a notewor-
thy technological shift. Whereas HLRS has offered a 
predominantly CPU-based architecture for many years, 
Hunter and Herder will achieve their speedup gains by 
including large numbers of graphics processing units 
(GPUs). The new systems will make it possible for sci-
entists and engineers who use numerical methods to 
run larger simulations faster than ever before. At the 
same time, the shift to GPUs will increase HLRS’s ability 
to support new approaches involving artificial intelli-
gence, machine learning, deep learning, and high-per-
formance data analytics. 

This transitional moment at HLRS is emblematic of a 
range of changes that are taking place in high-perfor-
mance computing across the world. As the center nav-
igates this new terrain, users can expect both exciting 
new capabilities and new challenges. 

HPCinTransition:Hunterand
Herder WillBringNew 
Opportunities,New Challenges

HLRS’scomingsupercomputerswillnotonlyenabletraditionalhigh-performance
computingtoreachnewheightsinperformance,butwillalsobettersupport
new, complementaryapproachesinvolvingartificialintelligence,deeplearning,
andhigh-performancedataanalytics.

WhyHPCistransitioningtoGPUs
When Gordon Moore articulated his eponymous Moore’s 
Law in 1975, he predicted that the number of compo-
nents that could be packed onto an integrated circuit 
would double approximately every two years. For de-
cades the steady, rapid increase in computing power 
was evidence of the accuracy of this prediction. Today, 
however, is a different story. Moore’s Law appears to be 
approaching its end.

In highperformance computing, most CPU-based su-
percomputers have been built using an architecture 
called x86, but this framework has reached its limit. Po-
tential strategies such as adding more cores, shrinking 
component sizes, or increasing processor frequency 
have either become or will likely soon become impos-
sible. Meanwhile, simply building larger supercomput-
ers with even more CPUs would be financially and en-
vironmentally unsustainable due to the power and ma-
terial resources they would require. 

Computer manufacturers have been aware of this im-
pending limit for some time, and have been developing 
new architectures to meet everincreasing demand 
for higher computing speeds. One of the most popular 
 involves shifting from CPUs to an architecture that 
uses graphics processing units (GPUs) as accelerators. 
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Most of the world’s fastest supercomputers now include 
GPUs, including the Frontier and Aurora systems by 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise / Cray, currently in places 
1 and 2 on the Top500 List.

GPUs are simpler in construction than CPUs, but pro-
vide a much faster and more energyefficient way to 
execute large numbers of calculations in parallel. Be-
cause GPU clock speeds are lower, they require less 
power. Still, GPUs run faster than CPUs by packing 
many more cores on each computing node, making 
data transfer among cores much more efficient.

The upcoming Hunter supercomputer, arriving by 2025, 
will be based on the AMD MI300A accelerated process-
ing unit (APU), which combines CPU and GPU proces-
sors on a single chip with a shared memory. Hunter will 
offer at least a 50 % increase in speed over HLRS’s cur-
rent flagship machine, Hawk. At the same time, the HPE 
Cray EX4000 system will consume the equivalent of 
just 20 % of Hawk’s power at peak performance. When it 
arrives in 2027, Herder will expand on Hunter’s GPU-ac-
celerated concept in the form of a much larger exascale 
machine.

Once they enter production, Hunter and Herder will en-
able HLRS to support more powerful simulations. For 
scientific users, this will make it possible to investigate 
complex phenomena at higher accuracy, to simulate larg-
er systems than in the past, or to more efficiently run 
repeated simulations that reveal effects of specific para
meters or provide greater statistical power for data anal-
ysis. The combination of CPUs and GPUs on APU chips 
will also make it possible to integrate simulation and data 
analytics more efficiently than was possible in the past, 
permitting a number of exciting potential applications.

Opportunitiesattheintersectionofsimulation
andartificialintelligence
In conventional highperformance computing, research-
ers run largescale simulations, receive results as data, 
and then analyze their results for interesting features 
and patterns by visualizing or processing the data fur-
ther. In most cases, data postprocessing can be very 

time consuming, taking significantly longer than run-
ning the simulation itself. This challenge will become 
even more severe as larger supercomputers make it 
possible to generate even larger datasets.

Dr. Matthias Meinke at the RWTH Aachen University In-
stitute of Aerodynamics (AIA) has used HLRS’s super-
computers for many years to run numerical simulations 
of turbulent flows. “The problems we want to investi-
gate are getting more complex and will produce larger 
and larger amounts of data,” he says. “This means that 
it will be important to investigate how highperformance 
data analytics and artificial intelligence could help.”

Using APUs, Hunter could enable researchers to inte-
grate artificial intelligence methods into their applica-
tions and workflows. Here, AI could be utilized to browse 
simulation data in real-time, reducing the need for later 
data post-processing. 

Graduate student Xiang Xu of the University of Stutt-
gart’s Institute of Materials Science foresees advantag-
es of this approach. Recently, he has been using Hawk 
to perform molecular dynamics simulations of nickel 
aluminide crystals. Nibased superalloys are very pop-
ular materials, especially in aircraft engines, and Xu’s 
research focuses on properties at the atomic level that 

can affect its mechanic behavior. In addition to being 
able to simulate larger systems of atoms than is possi-
ble today, he says that Hunter and Herder will help to 
save significant time in analysis.

“When doing molecular dynamics simulations we don’t 
need all of the data for all of the atoms, but are looking 
for evidence of dislocations, vacancies, or defects that 
have already been measured at the macro scale,” Xu 
says. Real-time data analytics tools, he anticipates, will 
help identify and isolate features of interest more quick-
ly and make it possible to download and store just the 
data he needs. 

In addition, approaches using artificial intelligence could 
help to synthesize and analyze the massive datasets 
that can accumulate at a lab or research institute over 
many years. AI could provide a global perspective that 
is often not relevant when researching specific prob-
lems or parameters, identifying patterns hidden in data 
that might not have been important in the original sim-
ulations but become interesting in the context of larger 
datasets. Using AI, data accumulated over many years 
could become a rich resource for generating new hy-
potheses and making new discoveries.

At the same time that Dr. Meinke looks forward to ex-
ploring possibilities offered by data analytics approach-
es — in developing surrogate models of complex simu-
lations, for example — he also emphasizes that they 
should be seen as a complement to traditional methods 

and not their replacement. “We will need to be careful 
in terms of our expectations and to be critical in deter-
mining whether AI provides a general solution or only 
functions under specific conditions,” he cautions. Re-
search using Hunter and Herder could help in testing 
these strategies.

Surrogatemodelsandtheirchallenges
Most of HLRS’s supercomputing resources go to scien-
tists in academia with large grants of computing time. 
For engineers in industry, however, it is often not pos-
sible or even desirable to run simulations at such large 
scales. For this reason, researchers have been investi-
gating how machine learning and artificial intelligence 
could be used to develop surrogate models of complex 
systems. Based on data generated from firstprinciples 
simulations, surrogate models accurately replicate rel-
evant features of complex systems in a simplified man-
ner that can be run on a conventional desktop computer. 
Such models provide engineers in industry with practi-
cal tools that are firmly grounded in the best possible 
research.

According to Prof. Bernhard Weigand, director of the 
University of Stuttgart’s Institute of Aerospace Thermo
dynamics (ITLR), the convergence of supercomputing 
power, new experimental techniques, and machine 
learning offers exciting new opportunities to develop 
better surrogate models. “Measurement technologies 
have improved in parallel with computational methods 
and technologies, making it possible to see many de-

“GPUsystemswillnotonlyenable
largersimulations,but alsospeedup
datapost-processingandanalysis.”
Xiang Xu, IMS, University of Stuttgart 

“Machinelearningcouldhelptoassimilate
experimentaldataand numerical
methods to developbetter models.”
Bernhard Weigand, ITLR, University of Stuttgart
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tails that we couldn’t see numerically,” he says. “The 
exciting challenge for the coming years is to synchro-
nize these developments, using machine learning to as-
similate experimental data and numerical methods to 
develop better models.” 

Such methods will also benefit from an emerging ap-
proach called physics-informed neural networks. Here, 
training algorithms incorporate fundamental physical 
laws to ensure that they are grounded in physical real-
ity. This approach will ensure not only that the resulting 
surrogate models are faster than traditional simula-
tions using HPC, but also that that the predictions they 
generate correspond to the real world and are reliable 
in a wide range of situations. 

Achieving this goal does not mean that highperfor-
mance computing in its traditional form will disappear. 
Rather, GPU-accelerated systems will be more critical 
than ever for running highly accurate simulations and 
providing advanced AI capabilities. Prof. Wolfgang 
Schröder, who heads the RWTH Aachen University In-
stitute of Aerodynamics (AIA) sees great potential in AI 
methods but emphasizes that numerical methods will 
continue to be the gold standard for computational re-

search. Moreover, AI approaches will have a cost. “When 
people say that in the future everything will be done 
using machine learning and AI, they assume that the 
necessary data are available. In computational fluid dy-
namics, this isn’t true,” Schröder says. “We need large 
amounts of computing time to generate enough data — in 
some cases we might need to run thousands of simula-
tions to come up with a sustainable surrogate model. This 
will not happen by itself, and it is one reason why phys-
ics disciplines will need exascale systems like Herder.” 

Trainingandusersupportwillhelpinthe
transitiontoGPUs
For a variety of technical reasons, algorithms written 
for CPU-based architectures cannot simply be ported 
onto GPUs and be expected to run efficiently. Instead, 
users of HLRS’s supercomputers will, in many cases, 
need to look closely at how their codes are structured 
and written in order to ensure that they operate at high 
performance on the new hardware.

“In recent years we have continually optimized our code 
to improve its performance CPUs,” says ITLR scientist 
Matthias Ibach. “Having access to GPUs offers new op-
portunities and will be much more effective, but we 
need to make sure that we continue to utilize the full 
potential of the new system. If we continue to think in 
the same ways we have in the past, the performance of 
the new system could turn out to be worse than what 
we have now.”

HLRS’s user community will not be alone in making this 
transition. An important consideration in the center’s 
decision to contract with Hewlett Packard Enterprise 
for its next-generation systems is the manufacturer’s 
commitment to user support. In the coming years, HPE 
staff with expert knowledge of their systems, working 
in collaboration with the HLRS user support team, will 
assist HLRS’s users in this effort. 

HLRS Director Prof. Michael Resch points out that this 
is not the first time that the HLRS community has had 
to migrate to a new technology. “Since its founding in 
1996, HLRS has periodically needed to upgrade to new 

supercomputing architectures to stay at the cutting 
edge of highperformance computing,” he explains. “In 
this sense, the challenge that we are currently facing 
with GPUs is not new, although the specific challenge 
is real because many of our users have not utilized this 
type of system before. This is why Hunter is conceived 
as a transitional system. Supporting our users in making 
this jump is imperative for us.”

Over the past several years, HLRS has been laying the 
groundwork for the transition to GPUs by expanding its 
HPC training program to address skills that users will 
need. In collaboration with other HPC centers across 
Europe, HLRS has offered “bootcamp” courses intro-
ducing programming models that users can apply to 
port their codes onto GPUs. Additional courses have 
also focused on approaches for deep learning and arti-
ficial intelligence. 

While some research groups are expected to find quick-
ly that their codes can run much faster on GPUs, others 
might require more support. Methods that simply run 
clearly defined groups of repetitive calculations will 
have an easier time, for example, than algorithms that 
use object-oriented programming to track changing re-
lationships among distinct objects, like particles. Look-
ing toward the coming years, Dr. Schröder explains, 
“There is a tension we have to accept between what is 
expected with respect to our research in fluid dynamics 
and what is expected in numerical analysis. It will be 
difficult, but we like such a challenge because we know 

that writing the next generation of ‘superpower code’ 
is necessary not just for us but also for HLRS.”

Reliableresourcesandnewopportunitiesfor
industry
Whereas many academic scientists actively develop 
their own advanced codes, researchers in industry who 
use HPC for simulation are typically reliant on commer-
cially produced software packages that they modify for 
specific applications. In the near term, this could pre
sent some challenges in transitioning to GPUs. In some 
cases software packages are already available and will 
work just fine, but this is not universally the case. 

For this reason, HLRS plans to continue offering its in-
dustrial users access to x86 nodes on its Vulcan cluster. 
This long-running, heterogeneous system has been up-
dated over the years to offer industry a multitude of 
CPU processor generations. It will continue to support 
HLRS’s industrial user community, including small and 
mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) in running the simu-
lations they need to innovate.

At the same time, the availability of GPUs on Hunter 
and Herder will open the doors to HLRS for new indus-
trial user communities. Following the storm of public 
interest surrounding ChatGPT and generative AI, many 
companies are currently exploring how artificial intel-
ligence and data analytics could support their activities, 
and some are already using applications designed to 
run on GPUs. 

“GPUsoffernewopportunitiesand
willbemuchmoreeffective,butwe
needtomakesurethatweutilize
the fullpotentialofthenewsystem.”
Matthias Ibach, ITLR, University of Stuttgart

“Weneedlargeamountsofcomputing
timetogenerateenoughdatato train
AI models.Thisisonereasonwhy
physicsdisciplineswillneedexascale
systemslikeHerder.”
Wolfgang Schröder, AIA, RWTH Aachen
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A preliminary architectural 
rendering of HLRS III shows 
the location of the new 
building behind HLRS’s current 
HPC training facility. 

PreparingforHLRSIII
When Herder arrives in 2027, it will mean not just a major increase 
in computing power, but also an expansion of HLRS’s facilities. Be-
cause the exascale system’s larger physical and power requirements 
will exceed the capacity of HLRS’s current infrastructure, the state 
of BadenWürttemberg will erect a new building, called HLRS III, 
and install a larger power supply. Planning has already begun to 
build the facilities on land behind HLRS that had previously been 
zoned for the center’s expansion. 

Sustainability has been a key factor in planning for Herder, and 
HLRS III will contribute to the University of Stuttgart’s efforts to 
achieve an emissions- free campus. This includes capturing and re-
using the heat that the exascale supercomputer will produce by 
connecting it to the University’s heating network. Engineers esti-
mate that Herder’s waste heat could cover approximately 35 % of 
the university’s heating needs in the winter months and would pro-
vide more than enough process heat for the entire campus during 
the summer. This could help to reduce the university’s energy con-
sumption and the associated heating costs.

In 2023 HLRS held three community outreach events in which local 
 residents learned about the center’s plans and offered comments 
and suggestions for integrating the new building into the neighbor-
hood and surrounding landscape. Representatives of HLRS, the 
Buildings Department of the Universities of Stuttgart and Hohen-
heim, and HLRS III’s project architects were on hand to present 
preliminary concepts for the design and engineering of the new fa-
cilities. Visitors could also  experience the new building in virtual 
reality in HLRS’s CAVE 3Dvisualization facility.

Three events offered a chance for the 
local community to learn more about 
plans for HLRS III.

According to HLRS Managing Director Dr. Bastian Koller, 
“We have been talking about artificial intelligence for a 
long time, but with Hunter and Herder HLRS we will 
gain powerful new platforms to support it. Many users 
from industry who know what they want to do say they 
don’t need massive systems, that access even to a rel-
atively modest number of processors could move their 
work forward. The benefit of HLRS’s approach is that 
we can work together closely with our technology ven-
dors on a small scale in order to find solutions for our 
users’ specific problems.”

Readyforthefuture
With Hunter and Herder, HLRS will first and foremost 
continue to offer its user community world-class tools 

and services for cutting edge computational research. 
Although the transition will present challenges, the abil-
ity to perform larger scale simulations while also having 
access to powerful AI and data analytics capabilities will 
offer a flexible platform for science, engineering, public 
administration, and other communities.

“Because so much is changing right now in high-perfor-
mance computing it’s hard to predict exactly how our 
users will utilize the new systems,” says Prof. Resch. 
“We are very confident, though, that Hunter and Herder 
put HLRS on a good course for the future. As our users 
make the transition to exascale computing with us, we 
look forward to seeing the exciting new applications 
and discoveries will become possible.”
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News
Briefs

CityPlanningHackathonImaginesBridgeof the Future
In 2022 the City of Stuttgart announced that the Rosensteinbrücke, 
a busy bridge crossing the Neckar River, needs to be replaced. As a 
side event of the Urban Future 2023 conference, an international event 
 focusing on sustainable urban development, researchers in the HLRS 
Visualization Department hosted a fullday hackathon to develop ideas 
for the structure. The event was also organized in cooperation with 
CapeReviso, a project coorganized by HLRS that has developed planning 
and decision support tools for reducing conflicts between cyclists and 
pedestrians. During the hackathon, teams of students led by Dr. Peter 
Zeile (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology) presented preliminary design 
concepts. HLRS staff then helped to import them into the CAVE visualiza-
tion environment, where the  students experienced in virtual reality how 
their plans might look and  discussed how they could be optimized. The 
resulting proposals offered attractive solutions both for the structure and 
for making better use of the city’s underutilized waterfront.

Before entering the CAVE, the students 
presented posters and discussed seven 
different design concepts for the bridge.

In the HLRS CAVE, design 
concepts for Stuttgart’s new 

Rosensteinbrücke came to 
life in virtual reality.

FederalScienceMinisterBettinaStark-WatzingerToursHLRS
On July 28, as part of a fiveday summer tour across Germany, Minister of Education 
and Research Bettina StarkWatzinger paid a visit to HLRS. The summer tour highlighted 
some of Germany’s most innovative research projects, startups, and companies, 
focusing on key technologies for the future, including artificial intelligence, supercom-
puting, and biotechnology. Prof. Dr. Michael Resch, director of HLRS, welcomed Minister 
StarkWatzinger before escorting her on a tour of the center’s computing room and its 
CAVE visualization facility. Members of the HLRS visualization department demonstrated 
several applications of simulation and virtual reality, including how urban digital twins 
can support city planning and the analysis of air quality. The German Ministry of Educa-
tion and Research (BMBF) is a key funder of HLRS, providing core support for HLRS’s 
facilities and operations together with the BadenWürttemberg Ministry for Science, 
Research and Art. BMBF funds HLRS through the Gauss Centre for Supercomputing 
(GCS), the alliance of Germany’s three national supercomputing centers.

German Minister of 
Education and Research 
Bettina StarkWatzinger 
met with HLRS director 
Prof. Michael Resch.
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ORCHESTRAOrganizesCOVID-19ScienceChallenge
Launched in 2020, ORCHESTRA is a multinational, EU-funded research 
project focused on COVID-19 and its long-term aftereffects. Coordinated 
by researchers at the University of Verona, Italy, the project has devel-
oped a data management infrastructure that integrates SARS-CoV-2 
clinical data hosted in multiple countries, providing a large virtual cohort 
for research. In July 2023 the project announced a COVID-19 Science 
Challenge, which for the first time invited external researchers to use the 
data contained in this virtual cohort. HLRS scientists have helped to 
develop the federated data infrastructure, including implementing a 
software stack for national COVID19 data hubs in Germany, Italy, and 
France. HLRS staff has also helped to ensure secure storage of sensitive 
health data. The ORCHESTRA team has been focused on harmonizing 
datasets across the entire network, implementing standardized variables 
and metadata frameworks that make it possible to analyze data hosted in 
multiple national hubs in an integrated way.

CIRCECollaborationSimulatesFloodRisks
in Duisburg
Building on experience that HLRS has gained in 
recent years, the project CIRCE has been conducting 
outreach to representatives of city governments and 
public administration to understand how high-perfor-
mance computing and artificial intelligence could help 
them in managing crisis situations. In March 2023, 
CIRCE organized an event in which officials learned 
how HLRS has supported the development of tools for 

forecasting intensive care unit demand in the COVID19 pandemic, predicting sudden 
migration events, or assessing tsunami risks. The discussion also invited attendees to 
consider potential applications of HPC and AI in their own municipalities, and 
addressed important logistical questions related to data availability and systems 
access that could determine the feasibility of this approach. In one result of this 
outreach, HLRS started a new collaboration with the fire department of the city of 
Duisburg focused on better understanding flood risks behind a railway embankment 
near the Rhine River. Although the city is aware that lowlying neighborhoods close 
to the water lie in a flood plain, simulation is helping it to address the complex 
question of how barriers located at underpasses below the rail line would affect the 
flow of water through the city’s sewer network. The study will be presented as part of 
an event in Berlin in June 2024, where public officials can learn from CIRCE’s 
findings and outcomes. The project is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education 
and Research (BMBF) and the BadenWürttemberg Ministry of Science, Research, 
and the Arts.

A visualization of flood 
vulnerabilities near the 
Rhine River in Duisburg.

AIAllianceBaden-WürttembergtoCreateCooperativeDataPlatform
In an effort to create an internationally competitive ecosystem for AI, a community of 
 administrative organizations, universities, and private research centers in southwestern 
Germany united in 2023 to establish the AI Alliance BadenWürttemberg. Sponsored by 
the BadenWürttemberg Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labor and Tourism, the AI Alliance is 
creating regionally distributed, sectorspecific hubs that drive the development of new AI 
applications. As a partner in one of the AI Alliance’s subprojects, HLRS is creating a techni-
cal infrastructure for networking existing data collections from industry, scientific research, 
and public administration into a searchable, cooperative data space. By implementing 
metadata standards and establishing a secure, decentralized architecture, the project will 
improve the findability of data resources. With the support of an additional grant from the 
Ministry, HLRS will also install hardware that will be used as a test environment for the 
development of simulation and AI applications. The results could support innovation across 
BadenWürttemberg in fields such as health, manufacturing, mobility, environment, and 
smart cities, particularly for the state’s community of small and mediumsized enterprises. 
In addition, the AI Alliance will seek opportunities to link to related initiatives such as GaiaX, 
a European initiative to facilitate data integration and sharing.

UserSurveyResultsIdentifyFutureTrends
In 2023, HLRS conducted a survey of its user commu-
nity to assess how well it is addressing its needs and 
to plan for future developments in the HPC resources 
and services that it provides. More than 75 % of 
respondents reported satisfaction with HLRS and 
more than 80 % replied that it is easy to make use of 
HLRS’s resources. Questions about users’ interests 
also identified clear trends that will guide HLRS in 
the coming years. Fortysix percent of respondents 
anticipate engaging with the shift to accelerators, 
while 43 % see machine learning as an important 
topic in their future research. In comparison, just 7 % 
expressed interest in high-performance data analytics, 
a valuable insight that will help guide the evolution 
of HLRS’s future technology mix. Considering other 
infrastructure needs, between 60 % and 70 % of 
respondents expect their data storage and perfor-
mance requirements to grow in the coming year. 
Interestingly, most respondents expected their band-
width requirements to remain the same. HLRS will 
use these predictions to ensure that it continues to 
optimize its resources for highperformance comput-
ing in ways that best support research and technology 
development across its user community.

TrustworthinessandReliabilityinAI
Because artificial intelligence is far from transparent, 
the question of whether we can trust it has become an 
important issue in using and assessing its capabilities. 
 Until recently, however, there has been little discus-
sion of what exactly we mean by trust in this context. 
Is it sufficient for AI to be reliable, producing results 
that correspond to what we observe? Or must we 
achieve a deeper level of trust based on the kinds of 
ethical considerations that govern human interac-
tions? At a multidisciplinary conference organized by 
the HLRS Department of Philosophy of Computational 
Sciences called “Reliability or Trustworthiness?”, 
researchers from the humanities, social sciences, and 
computer sciences explored what such concepts 
might mean for AI. Their talks offered novel perspec-
tives on applied AI as well as insights that could 
inform future AI models and policy. 
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2023GoldenSpikeAwardWinners
On October 12–13, users of HLRS’s systems presented and discussed their recent research 
at the 26th annual Results and Review Workshop. Each year, the conference highlights current 
applications of highperformance computing and strategies for optimizing their performance. In 
addition to covering traditional HPC simulation methods, several talks and posters also high-
lighted new approaches that combine machine learning with traditional simulation methods. At 
the conclusion of the meeting, Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Research Center), chair of the 
HLRS steering committee, announced the winners of the 2023 HLRS Golden Spike Awards, 
which recognize excellence in computational research and the use of HPC. Representing their 
respective projects, this year’s Golden Spike Award winners were: Pascal Mossier (Institute for 
Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics, University of Stuttgart) for “A HighOrder Framework for 
Compressible Droplet Dynamics,” Theresa Pollinger  (Institute for Parallel and Distributed 
Systems, University of Stuttgart) for “The Sparse Grid  Combination Technique for HigherDi-
mensional Simulations at Extreme Scales,” and  Maximilian Jacobi (Institute for Nuclear Physics, 
Technical University of Darmstadt) for “Neutron Star Mergers: From Nuclei to Cosmic Explosions.”

Pascal Mossier, Theresa Pollinger, and 
Maximilian Jacobi were named winners 
of the 2023 HLRS Golden Spike Awards.

Baden-WürttembergSustainabilityWeeks
On June 21, HLRS opened its doors as part of the state-
wide event  Nachhaltigkeitswochen@Hochschulen BaWü 
2023, offering the public a chance to learn about HLRS’s 
approach to sustainability and steps it has  taken to 
minimize its environmental impacts. As representatives 
of HLRS explained at the event, the basis for these efforts 
is its environmental and energy management systems, 
which are certified under the EcoManagement and Audit 
Scheme (EMAS). The event also highlighted projects that 
are investigating strategies for additional energy savings 
in its system operations. This includes developing plans to 
reuse the heat that its computers generate to warm other 
buildings on the University of Stuttgart campus. In a 
lecture titled “How Energy Efficient Software Can Support 
Sustainable Digitalization,” HLRS research scientist Björn 
Dick explained how software design affects energy usage 
in HPC systems, and offered strategies for developing 
programs that consume less energy.

DigitalTwinUsedinDesignandConstruction 
ofHydroelectricFacility
During the planning of a new pumped storage power plant in the Black Forest 
town of Forbach, energy company EnBW turned to HLRS for its expertise 
in digital twins. The collaboration began in 2011, when scientists in the HLRS 
Visualization Department supported a planning study aimed at identifying 
the best location for the project. The resulting digital twin of the final site 
incorporates data depicting not just the planned buildings and machinery, but 
also the surrounding landscape, local geology, and a physics-based model of 
construction noise. Engineers and other stakeholders viewed the immersive 
3D visualization in HLRS’s CAVE to discuss and optimize plans for the facility, 
and HLRS presented it as part of EnBW’s community outreach efforts to 
nearby residents. Construction started in 2023, and the digital twin continues 
to be used to support construction management. The Forbach facility will 
expand on an existing hydropower plant to capture and pump water to a 
reservoir upstream of the turbines, providing energy storage that will help 
to ensure a stable power grid. After its expected completion in 2027, the 
 project will support BadenWürttemberg’s transition to renewable energy.

The digital twin of the Forbach facility 
included visualizations of data 
that predict construction noise.

HLRSRenewsCollaborationswithNSCC-GZandKISTI
In 2023, HLRS extended its collaboration agreements with the National 
Supercomputing Center Guangzhou (NSCCGZ) and the Korea Institute 
of Science and Technology Infor mation (KISTI). The agreements will 
enable continuing collaboration in research and education, and will 
facilitate joint workshops, courses, and the exchange of faculty, staff, and 
PhD students to increase expertise at HLRS and its partner institutions. 
The memoranda of understanding also identify scientific areas that will 
frame the cooperation. The agreement with NSCC-GZ highlights a shared 
interest in numerical algorithms using unstructured grids, emerging 
technologies in parallel programming and networking, and the immersive 
visualization of numerical simulations. The two centers will also explore 
how these approaches can support the development of applications for 
engineering and global systems science. Among the notable outcomes of 
the long-term collaboration between HLRS and KISTI has been the joint 
endeavor to develop tools aimed at enhancing the visualization of 
simulation results, which holds significant promise for industries reliant 
on simulationbased design and fabrication processes.

Prof. Yutong Lu and Prof. Michael Resch 
signed a memorandum of understanding 
between the National Supercomputer 
Center in Guangzhou and HLRS. 
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News
Highlights

Launched in 2020 with funding from the EuroHPC Joint 
Undertaking, FF4EuroHPC was created to promote us-
age of highperformance computing (HPC), artificial in-
telligence (AI), and high-performance data analytics 
(HPDA) in small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs). 
Through two open calls and funding cycles, FF4EuroHPC 
executed 42 experiments in collaboration with 118 ex-
periment partners from 22 European countries, cover-
ing industries including manufacturing, engineering, 
energy, environment, and healthcare. Selected SMEs 
received free computing access and user support to re-
alize test projects at HPC centers across the Euro HPC 
network.

On October 18–19, 2023, the FF4EuroHPC community 
converged in Berlin to present results of these business 
experiments at its HPC Industry Summit. The meeting 
was jointly organized by FF4EuroHPC and EuroCC 2, a 
related project led by the High-Performance Comput-
ing Center Stuttgart (HLRS) that has been coordinating 
the development and networking of 32 National Com-
petence Centers across Europe.

Held as a public event for representatives of industry 
and government, the HPC Industry Summit highlighted 
both the opportunities for innovation and the challeng-
es that SMEs encounter when using high-performance 

computing. The event featured keynote talks by Daniel 
Opalka (Head of Sector Research & Innovation, EuroHPC 
Joint Undertaking), Javier Cordova Morey (Policy Offi-
cer, European Commission), and Michael Rafii (German 
Federal Ministry of Education and Research, BMBF), in 
addition to several expert talks and panel discussions 
looking at the future outlook for HPC, AI, and quantum 
computing in industry. 

In an additional highlight of the event, participants in 
the FF4EuroHPC experiments presented their projects 
and achievements. Their success stories provided an 
inspiring look at several different ways in which HPC 
and related technologies can help to develop better 
products and services.

Newapplicationsforshipping,watermanagement, 
manufacturing,andcityplanning
Parisbased engineering firm AYRO, for example, has 
been working with the support of FF4EuroHPC to im-
prove the design of its Oceanwings windassisted ship 
propulsion technology. This new approach outfits ships, 
including those powered with conventional fossil fuel 
driven engines, with saillike structures. Artificial intel-
ligence software monitors wind conditions continuous-
ly, and automatically adjusts the shapes of the sails 
to  optimize aerodynamic performance. The company 

IndustrySummitDemonstrates
InnovativeHPCApplicationsin
EuropeanSMEs

Atwo-dayeventinBerlinpresentedresultsofsuccessfulbusiness
experimentsmadepossiblebytheFF4EuroHPCproject.

Visualization of air quality 
in Sofia, Bulgaria. HLRS 

supported the development 
of CFD software for urban 

physics modeling. 
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 estimates that harnessing wind power can reduce fuel 
consumption in ships by up to 45 %, and AYRO’s goal is 
to support the maritime industry in reducing its carbon 
footprint. With FF4EuroHPC support, it has been devel-
oping a tool that uses CFD simulations to optimize the 
installation of Oceanwings on all types of ships.

In another business experiment, ARESYS S.r.l. has been 
developing a new service that uses HPC and AI to pro-
vide realtime monitoring of water levels in reservoirs. 
Using remote sensing data gathered by the European 
Space Agency’s Sentinel-2 satellite system, the ap-
proach creates an evolving, realtime 3D model of an 
entire reservoir, providing a lowcost method that wa-
ter resource managers can use to respond to droughts 
or extreme weather events.

A collaboration between production machines manu-
facturer Gabler Engineering GmbH and software devel-
oper Kimoknow UG is focusing on how AI could accel-
erate product assembly. They have been using HPC to 
generate synthetic 3D CAD data and train an AI algo-
rithm to visually recognize parts needed to build a ma-
chine. The results have helped Gabler to improve work-
er productivity, while Kimoknow now has a business 
model in which its software can be rapidly adapted for 
thousands of potential customers at low cost and sold 
on a subscription basis.

FF4EuroHPC has also supported a joint project involv-
ing SoftSim Consult and CFD software company Engys, 
who have been developing improved simulation work-
flows for urban physics modeling (UPM). The results will 
make it possible for SME service providers to offer a 
wider range of UPM solutions, and help engineers, ar-
chitects, and construction planners to address more 
demanding regulations for sustainability and citizen 
well-being in cities.

SuccessstorieswillinspireuptakeofHPCin
industry
As the EuroHPC Joint Undertaking rolls out larger, more 
powerful supercomputers across Europe, increasing 
their usage and impact in industry is a high priority. 
“Success stories like the ones presented at the HPC 
Industry Summit are an important part of showing com-
panies how HPC, AI, and HPDA could help them inno-
vate and compete more effectively on the global mar-
ket,” said Dr. Bastian Koller, who is leading HLRS’s co-
ordination of FF4EuroHPC and EuroCC 2. “Our goal is 
that companies across Europe will find inspiration in 
these stories and begin to ask how they could use HPC 
to improve their own products and processes. And 
when they do, we and other centers are ready to provide 
services and support.”

Learn more about FF4EuroHPC and find more success stories at 
ff4eurohpc.eu.

At the HPC Industry 
Summit, leaders in small 
companies discussed 
successful applications of 
HPC, AI, and data analytics. 

Scientists at HLRS and WIKKI GmbH reached an unprecedented 
level of scalability using the popular CFD software OpenFOAM.

HLRSandWIKKIGmbHWin
HPC InnovationAward

Theawardrecognizestheresearchers’developmentofthecoherentfileformat,whichwill
makesimulationusingOpenFOAMfasterandmoreaccessibleforscienceandindustry.

HLRS and WIKKI GmbH, a leading OpenFOAM consul-
tancy and software development company, were named 
winners in the 19th HPC Innovation Awards. The award 
recognizes their development of a novel approach called 
the coherent file format, which enables OpenFOAM — a 
popular, open source programming framework for par-
allel computing — to run much larger simulations much 
more efficiently. Using the coherent file format, the 
team ran a largescale OpenFOAM simulation on 4,096 
nodes (524,288 CPU cores) of HLRS’s Hawk supercom-
puter. This size exceeded the previous scaling record 
for a simulation using OpenFOAM by a factor of four.

In addition to setting this record, the achievement is 
notable because the coherent file format dramatically 
reduces workflow times for OpenFOAM users. This will 
make simulation more accessible to programmers in 
academia and industry who do not have access to large 
supercomputing systems. The code is available on an 
open source basis for the global OpenFOAM community 
at https://code.hlrs.de/exaFOAM. 

The coherent file format was initially conceived by Dr. 
Henrik Rusche, CEO of WIKKI GmbH and one of Open-
FOAM’s lead developers. It accelerates simulation 
workflows by simplifying data management and elimi-
nating several timeconsuming steps that are typically 
required when using the programming framework. HLRS 
scientists Dr. Gregor Weiß, Dr. Andreas Ruopp, and Dr. 
Flavio Galeazzo worked closely with Dr. Sergey Lesnik 
and Dr. Rusche from WIKKI GmbH to develop the co-
herent file format for highperformance computing 
systems. The research was conducted within the proj-

ect exaFOAM, which is sponsored by the EuroHPC Joint 
Undertaking and the German Federal Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research. 

The HPC Innovation Awards recognize noteworthy 
achievements in the field of highperformance comput-
ing. Announced twice each year, the awards are coor-
dinated by HPC market analysts Hyperion Research, 
Inc. This is the second year in a row that HLRS has re-
ceived an HPC Innovation Award. In 2022, HLRS and 
the German Federal Institute of Population Research 
were named for their implementation of a simulation 
that predicted intensive care unit demand across Ger-
many during the COVID-19 pandemic.

http://ff4eurohpc.eu
https://code.hlrs.de/exaFOAM
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As European supercomputers grow larger and artificial 
intelligence is used more widely, the amount of data 
that is produced and needs to be transferred between 
computing centers is likely to explode. Addressing this 
challenge will require an upgraded and agile endto
end infrastructure that connects HPC users across Eu-
rope. Funded by the EuroHPC Joint Undertaking, a proj-
ect called EuroHyPerCon aims to address this need. 
This collaboration — involving networking specialists 
InnovActs and Enomix together with HLRS — will de-
velop plans for a new, ultrahighspeed network that 
connects EuroHPC systems with regional and national 
computing networks. At its conclusion, the project will 
deliver a comprehensive implementation roadmap to 
guide the JU in constructing the network. 

Dr. Bastian Koller, General Manager at HLRS, is over-
seeing the center’s contribution to the project. “Euro-
HyPerCon will bring stakeholders from around Europe 
to the table,” he explains. “By gathering their insights, 
we will ensure that the implementation plan is realistic 
and feasible, and that it is capable of integrating chang-
es in HPC technologies and usage that we anticipate 
over the next decade.” Such planning means not just 
accommodating growing numbers of HPC users and 
larger quantities of data, but also incorporating the 
unique requirements of emerging technologies like ar-
tificial intelligence, edge computing, and quantum com-
puting. The roadmap will both address technical fea-
tures of the network and cover practical considerations 
that will be essential to the success of the project, in-
cluding administration and cost planning.

“European science and industry are already highly net-
worked, but as usage of high-performance computing, 
AI, and quantum computing grows, the risk is that bot-
tlenecks in data transmission capacity will slow every-
one down,” says Dennis Hoppe, head of the HLRS De-
partment of Converged Computing. “It is similar to what 
happens as cities grow and roadways become congest-
ed. At some point it becomes necessary to build an au-
tobahn. We want to find out what it will take to do this 
for European HPC, and to make sure that users across 
Europe can easily access the onramp.”

DefiningaEuroHPC
HyperconnectivityRoadmap

EuroHyPerConwillidentifyandanalyzetheconnectivityrequirementsofthe
EuroHPCecosystem,deliveringrecommendationsandspecificationsforan
ultra-high-speednetworkinfrastructurethatconnectsEuropeanscienceand
industrytothenextgenerationofEuroHPCsupercomputers.

Artificialintelligenceoffersgreatpromiseforcomputationalengineering,butnew
datascienceapproacheswillneedtobegroundedinphysicalprinciples.

Prof. Andrea Beck is Deputy Director of the University of 
Stuttgart’s Institute for Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics, 
and serves as its head of numerical methods for computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD). With a background in aero-
space engineering, she uses numerical methods to conduct 
basic research on compressible flows, which arise in ex-
treme conditions such as when aircraft fly at supersonic 
speeds.

As a postdoctoral researcher, Beck was among the first to 
begin exploring how machine learning methods could be 
combined with large-scale simulation software to improve 
the simulation of compressible flows. In 2023, her lab re-
leased Relexi, a method developed with HLRS and Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise that seamlessly incorporates reinforce-
ment learning into a computational fluid dynamics solver. 
In this interview, she discusses the possible applications 
and some challenges of using machine learning in CFD, as 
well the opportunities that HLRS’s next-generation super-
computers will offer for her research. The interview was 
edited from a conversation for readability.

Professor Beck, your work focuses on numerical methods 
for computational fluid dynamics. How does one simulate 
a compressible flow?
Many engineering applications deal with multiscale 
problems. They are like the famous butterfly effect, 
where small, localized changes can have large impacts 
across distance and time. This means, for example, that 
when simulating an airplane in flight you would like to 
use a very fine computational mesh – ideally, surround-

ing the entire aircraft in virtual 1 mm cubes – to simu-
late at high precision how a compressible turbulent flow 
interacts with the plane. In practice, however, a simula-
tion at that scale would take far too long, even with 
HLRS’s Hawk supercomputer or next-generation sys-
tems like Hunter or Herder. Instead, we reformulate the 
problem and resolve it to an intermediate scale, some-
times called the mesoscale. 

Approximating in this way means that information is 
lost, and so to make such a simulation useful, you need 
a model to account for the finescale effects that you 
don’t capture. This is sometimes called scale bridging 
or closure modeling. To take a simple example, a col-
league simulated how people evacuate a football stadi-
um. You can essentially model people’s movements like 
a flow of water, and although it’s easy enough to model 
a smooth stream out of the building, it is hard to model 
individual people bumping into one another. This is im-
portant, though, because a single interaction between 
two people at a doorway could block an exit. To account 
for this, his closure model involved using Gaussian 
noise to recover these finescale effects. We do a sim-
ilar thing when simulating compressible flows.

In your research, you have been exploring how machine 
learning could be used in identifying such closure models. 
What would the advantage of this approach be?
All engineering problems can be described by applying 
the laws of physics. To do so, we use complicated math-
ematical expressions that can only be solved using a 

MachineLearninginComputational
FluidDynamics:AnInterviewwith
AndreaBeck
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supercomputer, which is why we need HLRS. Over the 
years, people have tried to find closure models for tur-
bulence based on mathematical and physical reason-
ing. Essentially, we want to condense this complex phe-
nomenon into a single, reliable number that can be in-
put into a flow solver. However, there is still no clear 
and consistent model that represents turbulent flow in 
all cases. Instead, there are many models, and every 
researcher has his or her favorite. 

Deriving such models is precisely what machine learn-
ing should be good at, and beginning a few years ago 
people started using it to extract low-dimensional fea-
tures from high-dimensional data sets. The idea is that 
if we have enough data that have been generated by the 
process we are trying to model, then all of the neces-
sary information about physical laws should be embed-
ded in the data.

What do you see as the limits or frontiers of machine learn-
ing for CFD at the moment?
While it is true that nature will always obey physics, the 
problem with machine learning is that it does not di-
rectly replicate this data, but can only make approxima-
tions based on the data on which it is trained. For very 
specific cases, you can use machine learning to build 
astonishingly accurate models. For engineering appli-
cations, though, we want machine learning models that 
don’t just reproduce what we measured, but also give 
us reliable answers in situations for which we did not 
provide data. 

From my perspective, and I have been guilty of this as 
well, we’ve put a little bit too much emphasis on saying 
it’s all in the data. Because machine learning uses a 
black box approach, there is currently no consistent way 
of making sure that if you use it, the answer you get 
doesn’t violate a basic law of physics. In the case I de-
scribed earlier, the fact that two people will not merge 
together when they bump into each other is a physical 
law, but a neural network doesn’t know that and there 
is no guarantee that it will enforce the corresponding 
physical constraints. Or to take an example from aero-
space engineering, it is important that your machine 

learning algorithm knows that gravity points straight 
down, and not at a slight angle. A naïve algorithm can’t 
necessarily know this just from the data, though.

During training, all that machine learning models see is 
the neighborhood of their data. Often, however, we don’t 
know what situations these models will actually be con-
fronted with when we use them. When you need to ap-
ply your model to data from the next town, so to speak, 
we need models that contain physical constraints. With 
physical constraints we know that the model under-
stands that gravity is always the same here as it is there.

A couple of years ago, people were optimistic that we 
wouldn’t have to do simulation anymore, but just ma-
chine learning. What we see now, however, is that we 
have to shift from purely datadriven models to phys-
ics-consistent models that are data-augmented or data- 
informed. The models should be based in physics and 
the data should help us to nudge them in the right di-
rection. The approach that my lab is using is to keep the 
original simulation methods, but to use machine learn-
ing as an augmentation device that replaces some parts 
of the equation, where we know what the physical prop-
erties are.

Can you give an example of how such a physics-consistent, 
data-driven model might work in practice? 
In an approach called Relexi, which we developed at 
HLRS in collaboration with staff at Hewlett Packard En-
terprise, we combine traditional simulation approaches 
and machine learning in a single method. This is  because 

in an aircraft turbine, for example, there is very slow flow, 
hot flow, cold flow, and it could contain water or steam. 
The physics is very sensitive to tiny changes. The dimen-
sionality of the problem is huge, making it nearly im-
possible to come up with long lists of data tables that 
tell the machine learning algorithm, “If you see this, out-
put that.” You would have to have so much data for so 
many different situations.

Instead, we continue to use a highorder flow solver 
called FLEXI that we’ve used for a long time, but it now 
also includes a model based on reinforcement learning. 
This requires running the flow solver with a machine 
learning model in the loop. The machine learning mod-
el recognizes what actions the solver took and what the 
results were. This requires an efficient HPC implemen-
tation – the solver runs on the CPU, the machine learn-
ing model on the GPU, and both have to communicate 
constantly and exchange data about the learning pro-
cess, the current model, and the observed results. I run 
my solver with my untrained machine learning model in 
place and check the output to see if it is what I expect. 
If it’s not, the machine learning model improves itself. 

This process is similar to how someone learns to ride a 
bike. If you sit on a bike for the first time and try to ped-
al, you will fall over, but even with the first pedal stroke 
you sense that you did something correctly. You can 
then improve upon that strategy and repeat it until af-
ter several attempts you can ride without falling. To 
think about this in terms of a physical model, the simu-
lation would include components of the system describ-
ing the bike’s configuration, gravity, and your physiol-
ogy. The machine learning part would use this basic in-
formation to learn how to move your joints. This is also 
the method that people usually use to train robots or 
selfdriving cars.

Upcoming supercomputers at HLRS will include more 
graphics processing units, which could both accelerate 
simulations and make it easier to combine simulation and 
machine learning methods. What could the availability of 
GPUs mean for the future of your research?

The AI revolution in the last 10 years only came about 
because the mathematical operations they need to do 
are perfectly aligned for the GPU. Relexi has already 
been running on the AI components of Hawk, so we have 
already made good use of different architectures and 
are aware of the different strengths that they offer. For 
us, it will be great to have both code and machine learn-
ing on the GPU already.

The upcoming GPU-accelerated architecture at HLRS 
is also an exciting opportunity because the increase in 
computing power means that our code will run two or-
ders of magnitude faster. This, in turn, means that the 
types of problems we will be able to tackle have grown 
by two orders of magnitude. 

To make flying more sustainable, for example, the air-
plane of the future will look very different than what we 
are used to. Predicting the flow physics over such con-
figurations to the level that we need is not possible, and 
we still work with approximation methods. Herder, or 
maybe even Hunter, will allow us to compute challeng-
ing flow situations across the whole wing of an aircraft 
to a degree that is currently not possible. This could 
also help to better predict flow situations when condi-
tions become dangerous, for example when you fly too 
fast or things go wrong for physical reasons.

We are aware that porting to the new structure of  Hunter 
and Herder will be a challenge. We have to refactor most 
of our code, rethink most of the data structures, and 
rethink all of the loops, which take effort and time. The 
benefit, though, is that it will dramatically increase the 
size of the computations we can do. 

In any case, we are excited about the opportunities pro-
vided by the new generation of machines at HLRS. We 
will be able to achieve results faster and at a lower eco-
nomic footprint. It is an exciting time for aerospace en-
gineering at the moment and new ideas and architec-
tures are being explored at a great pace; for example, 
NASA’s X59 supersonic demonstrator and the push to-
wards electrified flying. We need simulation tools that 
can keep pace!

Prof. Andrea Beck has 
been a leader in exploring 
the potential of AI using 
HLRS’s systems. 
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HLRSAchievesCertificationfor
InformationSecurityManagement

TheISO27001internationalstandarddefinesrequirementsandbest
practicesforthesafehandlingofproprietarydata.

In June 2023 HLRS completed certification under the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
27001 standard for information security management. 
ISO certification confirms that HLRS has implemented 
a comprehensive information security management 
system (ISMS), which details technical and organization-
al measures for identifying security threats to stored 
data, and for preventing and reacting to attacks. This 
includes protecting high-performance computing sys-
tems from unauthorized access and usage. 

“Achieving ISO 27001 certification confirms via an ex-
ternal audit that HLRS follows industry-standard best 
practices for information security management,” said 

HLRS Director Prof. Michael Resch. “It should give users 
of our high-performance computing systems the con-
fidence that their data are well protected, and should 
reassure our funders that our supercomputer and other 
systems are not used in inappropriate ways. Finally, this 
certification will ensure that HLRS updates and im-
proves its security measures on a continual basis to ad-
dress new threats that might arise in the future.”

The scope of HLRS’s information security management 
system includes the provision of computing time on its 
high-performance computers as well as the supporting 
processes for operating the production environment. 
The ISMS establishes policies that address potential se-
curity risks at all levels of the organization, defines pro-
cedures for identifying and reacting to security breach-
es, and establishes clear roles and responsibilities for 
managing information security. It also provides a frame-
work for tracking the effectiveness of security measures 
and requires that the entire HLRS staff be informed of 
and comply with information security policies. More-
over, the ISMS sets guidelines for HLRS’s product sup-
pliers and their subcontractors, ensuring that they ad-
here to stringent secrecy and procedural requirements.

Certification under ISO 27001 complements steps that 
HLRS took prior to 2021, when it completed a data se-
curity assessment in accordance with the TISAX (Trust-
ed Information Security Assessment Exchange) frame-
work. TÜV NORD CERT GmbH performed HLRS’s ISO 
27001 audit, which consisted of a thorough documen-
tation review, a site visit, and an examination of the cen-
ter’s security processes.

Dr. Martin Hecht (center) oversees HLRS’s information security 
management system and led the ISO 27001 certification 
process. Also pictured (l–r): Thomas Beisel (Head, HLRS Division 
of Software and Systems), Prof. Dr. Michael Resch (Director, 
HLRS), Dr. Bastian Koller (Managing Director, HLRS), and Inna 
Wöckener (Finance and Project Administration, Sustainability, 
HLRS).

Representatives of the Donetsk National Technical University 
and the University of Stuttgart met at HLRS 2023 to celebrate 
50 years of collaboration. l–r: Yaroslav Lyashok (Rector, DonNTU), 
Prof. Volodymyr Sviatnyi (Head, Department of Computer 
Engineering, DonNTU), Prof. Wolfram Ressel (Rector, University 
of Stuttgart), and Prof. Michael Resch (Director, HLRS).

In 1973, at a time of rapprochement between East and 
West, young Ukrainian and German scientists first es-
tablished contact between the Donetsk National Tech-
nical University (DonNTU) and the University of Stutt-
gart. 50 years later, during a time of war, the partnership 
continues. At a fullday conference held in November 
2023, German and Ukrainian researchers met at HLRS 
to reflect on the history of their scientific cooperation, 
and to discuss ongoing collaborative research.

Following years of collaboration, the DonNTU and the 
University of Stuttgart signed a formal cooperation 
agreement for joint research and teaching in 2000. 
Since then, numerous reciprocal visits have taken place, 
a joint conference was held in 2013, and more than 100 
researchers from Ukraine have received scholarships 
within the framework of the Leonhard Euler Scholarship 
Program of the German Academic Exchange Service 
(DAAD). 

The transnational partnership was initiated by Dr. Volo-
dymyr Sviatnyi, Professor of Simulation Science and 
Head of the Department of Computer Engineering at 
DonNTU, and a recipient of the Medal of Honor of the 
University of Stuttgart. Dr. Svjatnyj fled Ukraine follow-
ing the Russian invasion in 2022, and at the invitation 
of HLRS Director Michael Resch has been working as a 
visiting scientist at the University of Stuttgart. Through 
personal support for Ukrainian colleagues, by accept-
ing researchers who fled Ukraine, and, in particular, 
within the framework of the DAAD program “Ukraine 
digital”, the University of Stuttgart has also been help-
ing DonNTU maintain its teaching activities. 

PartnershipwithUkrainianUniversity
PersistsinDifficultTimes

AconferenceatHLRScelebrated50yearsofscientificcollaborationbetweentheDonetsk
NationalTechnicalUniversityandtheUniversityofStuttgart.

The conference at HLRS began with welcoming remarks 
by University of Stuttgart Rector Wolfram Ressel and 
DonNTU Rector Yaroslav Lyashok, and was followed by 
presentations by scientists from many disciplines fo-
cusing on recent work that has grown from this close 
relationship. Commenting on the event, Prof. Resch re-
marked, “We are proud that the partnership between 
the scientific communities in Stuttgart and Donetsk has 
endured over the years and continues to be strong de-
spite crises and changing political situations. Science 
benefits immeasurably from trusting, international co-
operation, and our partnership with DonNTU has  greatly 
benefited the research in both Germany and Ukraine. 
In view of the ongoing war, it is very important to us that 
we continue.”
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Cofounded by HLRS, the Media Solution Center Baden- 
Württemberg (MSC) has been building a network of ex-
pertise to explore the potential of high-performance 
computing (HPC) and visualization in the arts. Recent-
ly, the MSC has expanded on this mission by assuming 
leading roles in several European projects aimed at pro-
moting innovation and economic development through 
the culture and creative industries.

In one role, the MSC is a cofounder and lead partner of 
an EUwide Knowledge and Innovation Community called 
EIT Culture & Creativity (EIT CC). Within this initiative 
it also cochairs a Germanywide consortium called In-
novation by Creative Economy (ICE), one of 50 part-
ners within EIT CC. As a founding partner of the MSC, 
this makes HLRS is the only high-performance comput-
ing center involved in EIT CC, positioning it to provide 
models for utilizing HPC in the arts. 

In September 2023 the MSC organized a conference at 
HLRS that brought together the EIT CC directors and 
advisory board to discuss strategies for the initiative 
when it formally launches in 2024. MSC Managing Di-
rector Mathias Hauser explained, “Together with EIT, 

Maha Badri and Alaa Bejaoui were both born in Tunisia, 
but they also have much more in common. As young 
engineers who in 2023 completed their masters  studies 
in aerospace engineering at the University of Stuttgart, 
they share a passion for mathematics, artificial intelli-
gence, parallel programming, and high-performance 
computing. During their bachelor’s studies, Badri and 
Bejaoui began to take advantage of the comprehensive 
high-performance computing (HPC) training program 
offered at the High-Performance Computing Center 
Stuttgart (HLRS). They became so intent on gaining a 
thorough understanding of how to program HPC sys-
tems that during their master’s studies they became 
the first participants in HLRS’s Supercomputing Acad-
emy to be awarded the certification “HPC Expert.” 

From the beginning of their university studies, the en-
gineers recognized the importance of parallel program-
ming, but saw that the necessary training would not take 
place within their academic program. “When we began 
to study in 2013, we quickly noticed that engineers of-
ten did not place a high value on programming,” Bejaoui 
recalls. “Because of this gap we decided to take as many 
workshops at HLRS as we could.” Initially, they took 
courses in HLRS’s core HPC training program. After 
spending time in Canada to study artificial intelligence 
at the Polytechnique Montréal, they returned to Stutt-
gart in 2020 and discovered HLRS’s newly founded Su-

we want to network the know-how that exists at HLRS 
with that found across Europe,” he says. “The support 
that HLRS provides is helping the culture and creative 
community to gain a better understanding of what is 
possible.”

In parallel, the MSC coordinates S+T+ARTS AIR, an EU
wide residency program that for the first time made 
supercomputing resources at HLRS and at the Barcelo-
na Supercomputing Center available to artists. In 2023 
S+T+ARTS AIR completed an open call for proposals 
in which 10 artists and artist groups were selected from 
127 entries. HLRS will participate in two S+T+ARTS AIR 
projects focusing on humanAI interaction and urban 
ecology.

The Media Solution Center was also involved in the de-
velopment of the exhibit Renaissance 3.0, which was on 
view for most of 2023 at the Center for Art & Media 
(ZKM) in Karlsruhe. Curated by Peter Weibel, the exhi-
bition explored new alliances between artists, scientists, 
and engineers based on a set of shared tools, including 
computing technologies. After closing at the ZKM, the 
show is scheduled to travel to Paris and Budapest.

HPCforEuropeanCultureandCreativity

SupercomputingAcademy
OffersPathtoHPCExpertise

AsaleadcoordinatorinEuropeaninitiatives,theMediaSolutionCenterBaden-Württemberg
helpstoidentifyopportunitiesforsupercomputingintheartsandcreativeindustries.

TwocertifiedHPCExpertsreflectonthebenefitsofHLRS’straining
programsfortheireducation,research,andcareerdevelopment.

Artist Hìên Hoàng (r) is a resident in 
the S+T+ARTS AIR program. 
She is developing a new, immersive 
multimedia artwork in collaboration 
with HLRS.

percomputing Academy, and welcomed the opportuni-
ty to dive deeper. According to Badri, “We already had 
basic knowledge, but we wanted to expand on it.” 

AdeepdiveintoHPCandAI
Whereas the HPC classes they had taken previously at 
HLRS were held over 3–5 days, courses offered by the 
Supercomputing Academy typically extend over approx-
imately 6 weeks in a blended learning format, enabling 
participants to learn at home in parallel with their oth-
er professional responsibilities. It is possible to take in-
dividual courses, but for participants interested in a 
comprehensive training experience, the Supercomput-
ing Academy offers certification as an “HPC Expert.” 
The program’s content is modular, enabling participants 
to select from a menu of courses to explore their indi-
vidual needs and interests. Badri and Bejaoui elected 
to pursue certification in the category “HPC Develop-
er.” In the process, they gained knowledge about MPI, 
Open MP, communication, and nodelevel performance. 
Because of their interest in artificial intelligence, they 
also took courses in data management and data analysis. 

“From the beginning our goal has been to complete 
doctorate degrees,” Badri explained, “and the idea (to 
pursue Supercomputing Academy certification) was to 
prepare ourselves as well as possible… The fact that 
the program requires tests was important for us, be-
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cause taking a class without a test is not the same as 
when you study to pass a test. You go much deeper and 
learn more intensively.”

Because Badri and Bejaoui were active in the Super-
computing Academy during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
they unfortunately missed the personal contacts with 
instructors and students that they enjoyed during ear-
lier on-site courses at HLRS. Nevertheless, the design 
of the Supercomputing Academy was an ideal way for 
them to develop their HPC skills while also completing 
their academic program. Badri says, “I could concen-

trate on my master’s thesis during the afternoon and at 
night I would watch the (Supercomputing Academy) 
course videos… If everything had taken place in person, 
I can’t imagine how it would have worked.”

Astrongfoundationforcareerdevelopment
Now that they have completed the Supercomputing 
Academy’s training program, Badri and Bejaoui recog-
nize that the experience has had many benefits. “It was 
only through the Supercomputing Academy that we 
gained a deep understanding of HPC hardware, and this 
has made us more deliberate in our programming, par-

ticularly with respect to parallelization,” Badri says. In 
practice, they used their new skills to apply MPI for 
 Python programming, making it possible to parallelize 
an approach that combines simulation and reinforce-
ment learning.

During job interviews, they also sensed that the certi-
fication offered through the Supercomputing Academy 
made them more attractive job candidates. Badri recalls, 
“In all of my interviews, it was a feature in my resume 
that impressed potential employers. They always asked 
what kind of certificate it was. Was it for a single course, 
or for a weeklong course? When I explained all that we 
had learned, they were very impressed at how compre-
hensive the program was.”

Through the experience they have gained through their 
academic studies, job searches, and work at a startup 
company, Badri and Bejaoui sense that there is a grow-
ing demand for the training that the Supercomputing 
Academy offers. “In fields such as aerospace engineer-
ing that rely on simulation, HPC is well known, as sim-
ulations are not possible without an understanding of 
HPC. With the rise of AI, however, other working groups 
are realizing that they need expertise,” Badri explains. 
Bejaoui agrees, and thinks that the training they re-
ceived has positioned them well. “HLRS and the Super-
computing Academy are good partners for developing 
these skills,” he says.

The two are currently looking forward to starting their 
doctoral studies, which will take them in exciting new 
directions. Badri will soon join the Potsdam Institute for 
Climate Impact Research, where she will use artificial 
intelligence to develop vegetation models that consid-
er interactions between the plant kingdom and the at-
mosphere. Bejaoui has secured a doctoral position at 
the Charité University Hospital in Berlin, where he will 
collaborate with medical doctors to develop methods 

that use artificial intelligence to interpret CT scans, tools 
that could lead to better patient care. Both anticipate 
that the HPC expertise they have gained will continue 
to be necessary in their respective projects.

Over the longer term, Badri and Bejaoui also hope to 
carry their knowledge back to their home country, Tu-
nisia. “We have good scientists, very smart minds… with 
expertise in mathematics and physics. And now com-
puter science and HPC are coming. I feel like we now 
have the complete chain, from mathematical modeling, 
to implementation, to optimizing the implementation 
on hardware,” Bejaoui says. “We want to build bridges 
between Germany and Tunisia, and Germany could also 
benefit.”

NewHLRStrainingconceptintegratesSuper-
computingAcademyandcompactcourses
HLRS continues to develop its training concept to offer 
course participants a menu of options that best address 
HPC-users’ professional interests and needs. Accord-
ing to Lorenzo Zanon, head of the HLRS Department of 
Training Scalable Algorithms, the center has plans to 
combine successful elements of the Supercomputing 
Academy and its compact HPC training courses: “This 
could make it possible, for example, to complete exams 
at the end of compact training courses that will count 
toward the HPC Expert certification. Conversely, HPC 
users could register for blended learning courses in the 
Supercomputing Academy without the requirement of 
taking a final exam.” In this way, HLRS aims to provide 
a flexible training program that is as accessible as pos-
sible. More news about this concept should be available 
in 2024.

Learn more about HLRS’s training program at  
www.hlrs.de/training. Additional information  
about the Supercomputing Academy is available at  
www.supercomputing-akademie.de. 

HLRS’s training programs helped Alaa 
Bejaoui und Maha Badri to develop essential 
skills for parallel programming and artificial 
intelligence that they will continue to use 
in their doctoral studies. 
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Researchers in the University of Stuttgart’s Institute 
of Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics (IAG) have used 
HLRS’s supercomputers since the center’s founding. 
Since 2008 this has included running NS3D, a software 
code for simulating compressible turbulent flows. Using 
a computationally intensive approach called direct nu-
merical simulation, NS3D provides highresolution data 
needed to study fundamental physical processes in  fluid 
dynamics.

As HLRS’s supercomputers have become more power-
ful over the years, NS3D’s capabilities have improved 
dramatically. When it was first developed, IAG scientists 
ran NS3D at HLRS to predict what happens when an 
orderly, smooth laminar flow breaks down into a com-
plex turbulent flow. Using the center’s Hawk supercom-

WhenaCodeGoes“XXL”

WiththehelpofHLRSusersupportstaff,researchersrantheirsoftwareefficiently
at thelargestpossiblescaleontheHawksupercomputer,openingnewopportunities
forscientificdiscovery.

puter, the researchers can now study much finerscaled 
phenomena in the turbulent boundary layer, an approx-
imately 1millimeterthick region where freeflowing air 
moving at supersonic speeds is disturbed by its inter-
action with a surface. 

With each new generation of supercomputer at HLRS, 
NS3D’s programmers have adapted their code to run at 
the highest possible performance on a new architecture. 
The user support staff at HLRS has played an important 
role along the way, providing expertise in highperfor-
mance computing and in-depth knowledge of HLRS’s 
systems. Through code optimization workshops and 
ongoing mentoring of NS3D’s programmers, staff at 
HLRS have also gained a deep understanding of the 
software.

In the summer of 2023, this close collaboration helped 
the IAG researchers to reach a new height in scaling. 
During an “XXL day” at HLRS, they for the first time ran 
a simulation efficiently on 524,288 compute cores, the 
largest simulation that is possible on Hawk in regular 
production. 

According to Björn Dick, a scientist in the HLRS user 
support team, facilitating scientific applications that 
utilize such massive power is an important part of the 
center’s mission. “Most computers do not have the pow-
er that Hawk offers, and running extra-large-scale jobs 
is what the machine is built for, so we like to foster usage 
in this way whenever we can,” he says.

Code optimization is important for simulations of any 
size, but it is essential when running codes like NS3D 
at large scales. Because they are especially resource- 
intensive, optimizing their performance is an important 
part of improving HLRS’s energy efficiency. It also en-
sures that HLRS’s shared HPC resources are available 
for as many users as possible, producing the greatest 
possible scientific impact. Researchers who optimize 
their codes for HLRS’s systems also gain the greatest 
benefit from their allotments of computing time.

Recent optimization efforts involving the HLRS user 
support staff and the NS3D team have focused on im-
proving the usage of MPI and on the optimization of I/O 
bandwidth for collective writing on the Lustre file sys-
tem. HLRS has also been working closely with Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise and AMD to begin porting NS3D to 
graphics processing units (GPUs), an adaptation that 
will be necessary to program HLRS’s next-generation 
supercomputers, Hunter and Herder.

The ability to optimize and scale NS3D to more power-
ful HPC systems promises to open new opportunities 
for research at IAG. As scientist Jason Appelbaum ex-
plains, running NS3D on Hawk reveals relationships 
among all of the important variables in a turbulent flow. 
Taking the software to the XXL scale will enable his 
team to achieve new insights. “These advances allow 
us to investigate turbulence at high Reynolds numbers 
over long time scales. The results will provide insight 
into fundamental statistical relationships of wall turbu-
lence that are useful for researchers developing turbu-
lence models,” he remarked. In the long run, the knowl-
edge they gain about the underlying physics could 
eventually help engineers in industry to design airplane 
wings with lower skin friction drag, improving fuel effi-
ciency in air travel.

Using HLRS’s Hawk 
supercomputer, scientists 
create high-resolution 
numerical simulations of 
turbulent flows within just 
1 millimeter of a surface. 
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In July 2021, a heavy rainstorm caused devastating 
flooding in the Ahr River valley in western Germany. 
The water rose up to seven times higher than estimat-
ed 100year flood levels, leaving small towns in ruins 
and killing at least 135 people. It became a wakeup call 
about the need for better models of flood risks, and 
brought new urgency to an awareness that local com-
munities need to prepare now for the future effects of 
climate change.

“We clearly expect in the future that with a warming 
climate, the intensity of events like the Ahr River flood 
will further increase,” says Hendrik Feldmann, a special-
ist in regional climate modeling at the Karlsruhe Institute 
of Technology. “What we cannot predict is exactly where 
such extreme events will happen in the next 100 years.”

Developing tools that help communities to prepare for 
and manage the emerging risks that climate change 
holds is the focus of Feldmann’s research. “We aim to 
statistically assess the frequency, intensity, and spatial 
distribution of extreme weather events under climate 
change,” he explains. To do so, he is investigating how 
a powerful, high-resolution simulation approach called 
convectionpermitting modeling (CPM) could improve 
scientists’ ability to assess and predict such risks more 
precisely at the local level. Using the Hawk supercom-
puter at HLRS, he and his colleagues have been investi
gating whether CPM could offer benefits over other mod-

eling approaches. Their work has also begun generating 
information that could help guide future adaptation.

Climatemodelingisbecomingmoreprecise
Although widely used regional climate models (RCM) 
can provide useful insights about climate and extreme 
events, they cannot accurately represent the charac-
teristics of localized heavy rainstorms. The typical mesh 
size used in RCM simulations is 12 to 25 km, which does 
not provide sufficient resolution to capture important 
features that affect the impacts of extreme weather. 
For example, RCM cannot resolve localized details when 
simulating factors like temperature, precipitation, to-
pography, or soil conditions, all of which can mean par-
ticular risks for specific communities.

Convectionpermitting modeling could potentially rep-
resent the risk of extreme events more realistically. In 
CPM, atmospheric conditions are simulated at a scale 
of less than 4 km. This means that in addition to cap-
turing a much more refined model of the atmosphere 
and its relation to the landscape, CPM provides scien-
tists sufficient resolution to study convection, the at-
mospheric process in which warm, moist air rises to 
form rain clouds. Using this higherresolution approach, 
they can simulate the evolution of convective process-
es without the parameterization necessary in coarser 
models.

Large supercomputers have made it feasible to use CPM 
to simulate the effects of extreme events in specific 
areas on climate timescales. The downside, however, is 

High-ResolutionSimulations
EnableBetterUnderstanding
ofExtremeWeather

AtmosphericscientistsuseHLRS’sHawksupercomputerforresearchthat
couldimprovethemodelingofrisksassociatedwithclimatechange.

User
Research

Flooding in the Ahr River 
valley in the summer of 2021. 
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that CPM is much more computationally demanding 
that RCM. Currently, it is a huge effort to use this ap-
proach on global or long-term scales because of the 
time it would take. This means that as they look to the 
future, atmospheric scientists would like to better un-
derstand when and how CPM could be used most effec-
tively.

Whatfactorscauseextremeprecipitation?
In a recent paper published in the journal Weather and 
Climate Dynamics, Dr. Alberto CaldasAlvarez, a former 
KIT postdoc who coauthored the publication with Feld-
mann, compares results of convectionpermitting mod-
eling to those of regional climate simulations. The team’s 
goal was to determine whether CPM could, in fact, sim-
ulate local properties of extreme rainfall events better 
than regional models.

The research was conducted as part of the German 
Federal Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF)- 
funded ClimXtreme project, in which Feldmann coordi-
nates the module “Physics and Processes.” The project 
is focused on identifying atmospheric patterns associ-
ated with extreme weather events.

By analyzing historical weather data gathered in the 
European Alps between 2000 and 2015, CaldasAlvarez 
first identified past extreme precipitation events. He 
then used a statistical approach called principal com-

ponent analysis to determine the specific atmospheric 
conditions that were typically associated with them. In 
the next step, he analyzed regional climate and convec-
tion-permitting simulations of the same period to see 
how well their representation of extreme storms corre-
sponded to actual historical measurements.

The team found that convectionpermitting modeling 
was, indeed, better than regional climate modeling in 
identifying extreme precipitation events. At the same 
time, they also detected relevant differences in how the 
two modeling approaches simulate the processes re-
sponsible. The findings present open questions that 
 future research will explore to better understand the 
strengths and limitations of each approach.

Despite these questions, CPM’s higher accuracy in rep-
resenting extreme precipitation events suggests that 
it could help to develop regional climate adaptation 
strategies. “Convectionpermitting modeling provides 
a much more realistic distribution than traditional re-
gional climate modeling when compared to observa-
tions,” Feldmann says. In the second phase of the 
ClimXtreme project, he and his team aim to further in-
crease understanding of extreme events such as heavy 
precipitation, heat waves, and wind storms.

FutureheatwavesinsouthernGermany
As a member of another BMBF-funded project called 
RegIKlim (Regional Information for Climate Action), 
Feldmann has been working to develop climate infor-
mation for practical use that could help local commu-
nities across Germany develop better planning and risk 
management strategies. He co-coordinates the subproj-
ect NUKLEUS (Nutzbare Lokale Klimainformationen 
für Deutschland), whose goal is to generate, evaluate, 
and make available CPM climate simulations to support 
decision making. In addition, he is a principal investiga-
tor in a RegIKlim companion project called ISAP (Inte-
grative cityregional adaptation strategies for a grow-
ing polycentric region: Region Stuttgart), which is using 
high-resolution climate information to support climate 
change adaptation in the area surrounding BadenWürt-
temberg’s state capital.

For a publication in the journal Natural Hazards and Earth 
Systems Sciences, Feldmann and the ISAP/NUKLEUS 
team generated an ensemble of regional climate simu-
lations of future heat waves in southern Germany. By 
combining different regional convectionpermitting cli-
mate simulations run on HLRS’s Hawk supercomputer, 
they once again investigated the benefits of the CPM 
approach. Their findings provide a host of insights into 
what the future might hold under climate change.

The ISAP/NUKLEUS team found, for example, that the 
probability of heat waves in Germany will increase, par-
ticularly in the late summer. Their severity is also likely 
to become significantly worse in a warming climate. The 
resulting heat stress will depend on features in the 
landscape, with the most severe stresses likely in the 
Rhine River Valley. Convectionpermitting modeling 
provided the regional specificity needed for this nu-
anced climate change projection.

Simulationprovidesnecessaryinsightsfor
planning
In another study, Feldmann and colleagues investigat-
ed the historical context of the Ahr flood, comparing it 
to observational data of past heavy precipitation events. 
They found that although historical events with com-
parable severity occurred in 1804 and 1910, they weren’t 
recorded in the observational network used to deter-
mine current flood risks, which only dates back approx-
imately 70 years. One lesson of their study is that risk 
modeling should begin to incorporate hydrological con-
ditions and changes in land use that have occurred over 
the years. In the future, they suggest, it will be import-

ant to combine such information with better models of 
changing climate conditions to be able to make better 
predictions of risk.

“We need climate data to derive statistics of where and 
under which circumstances heavy precipitation events 
are more likely to occur, just as for other atmospheric 
extremes such as heat waves. This is valuable informa-
tion for decision makers and industries such as urban 
planning or construction,” Dr. CaldasAlvarez observes. 
“Investing in highperformance computing and high 
resolution modeling can help reduce the large uncer-
tainty associated with such weather extremes. This aids 
in making decisions that could better protect human 
lives, infrastructure, and investments.”

These days, CaldasAlvarez is no longer at KIT but works 
in Innovation and Development at EDP, a multinational 
renewable energy company. In this role, he uses climate 
science in an applied way, developing analytical tools 
to improve solar and wind yield predictions. “Being in a 
renewable energy company every day you experience 
how important it is to have access to accurate and high-
lyresolved predictions and simulations,” he reflects. 
“We need to get the best quality we are capable of, as 
sometimes biases smaller than 1 m/s make the differ-
ence between pursuing or dismissing wind projects.”

By continuing to study and refine convectionpermit-
ting modeling, Feldmann and his partners aim to im-
prove the scientific tools needed to make better pro-
jections in the future.

Ensemble median of the 
number of days per year with 
strong human heat stress in 
southern Germany, defined by 
the Universal Thermal Climate 
Index (UTCI) for 19712000 (a), 
global warming of 2 °C (b), 
and global warming of 3 °C (c). 
Simulations show that 
the Rhine River valley will be 
warmer than other areas. 

Comparison of two simulations of a historical extreme 
precipitation event at 200 km resolution (left) and at 3 km 
resolution (right). The simulation at convectionpermitting scale 
provides a much more realistic picture of precipitation 
variation due to local atmospheric conditions and topography, 
including differences north and south of the Alps. 
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MolecularSimulationsof
Ammonia MixturesSupport
Search forRenewableFuels

UsingHLRS’sHawksupercomputer,scientistsattheTUBerlingeneratevaluable
thermodynamicdataforchemicalengineeringresearch.

Ammonia (NH3) is an important molecule with many ap-
plications. The end product of the famed Haber-Bosch 
process, it is commonly synthesized to capture nitro-
gen for fertilizers, and is used for refrigeration, in clean-
ing products, and in the production of pharmaceuticals. 
Recently, this modest molecule has also attracted in-
terest as a potential resource for addressing one of to-
day’s most pressing challenges – the need for reliable 
and abundant renewable fuels.

Ammonia is stable and safe to handle, is combustible, 
and contains the largest fraction of hydrogen of any 
molecule except for pure hydrogen itself. These factors 
promise to make it a feasible alternative to the carbon 
based energy carriers that are driving climate change. 
Research has begun to explore how ammonia could be 
used to directly power engines, gas turbines, and hy-
drogen fuel cells, for example. It is also believed that 
ammonia could be used to store energy for times when 
other renewables like wind and solar power cannot meet 
demand. 

Much is known about ammonia, but this interest in us-
ing it as a fuel has initiated a search for new ammonia 
technologies. This has, in turn, led to an increased need 
among chemical engineers for accurate data describing 
ammonia’s fundamental thermodynamic properties. 
Such properties include a wide variety of measurable 
traits such as phase equilibria, density, or heat capacity, 
for example, that characterize physical systems and de-
termine how chemical processes work. In the case of am-
monia, engineers would also like to have better knowl-

edge of how such properties change when mixing ammo-
nia with other molecules. Such knowledge could help 
them to optimize processes and operating conditions.

Dr. Jadran Vrabec, currently the director of the Institute 
for Process Sciences at the Technical University of Berlin, 
has spent much of his career using high-performance 
computing (HPC) to investigate thermodynamic prop-
erties at the molecular level. “Thermodynamic proper-
ties are 100 % determined by molecular interactions,” 
he explains. “And because these interactions happen so 
fast and at such a small scale, it is only possible to study 
them by performing large simulations using supercom-
puters.” 

In a recent paper published in the Journal of Chemical 
& Engineering Data, he and coauthor Erich Mace of the 
TU Berlin report on the results of simulations focused 
on the thermodynamic properties of mixtures contain-
ing ammonia. Produced using the Hawk supercomputer 
at the High-Performance Computing Center Stuttgart 
(HLRS), their results add valuable data that could sup-
port the development of new applications of ammonia. 
The results could also help to assess the accuracy of 
other existing data, ensuring that engineers have the 
best available information for working with the sub-
stance.

Large-scalesimulationsprovideuniqueinsights
intothermodynamicproperties
Vrabec is a longtime user of HLRS supercomputing re-
sources for molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo sim-

ulations. His approach relies on concepts of thermody-
namics that were first articulated by Ludwig Boltzmann 
in the 19th century but only became practical to apply 
in the 1950s with the arrival of the first computers. Since 
then, the field has advanced in parallel with the devel-
opment of larger and faster supercomputers, to the 
point that Vrabec’s simulations now track the individual 
motions and interactions of billions or even trillions of 
molecules simultaneously. Using software his lab de-
veloped to selectively capture data of interest, he can 
then study the molecules’ thermodynamic properties.

Vrabec uses two simulation codes called ms2 and ls1, 
which he has developed and optimized over the course 
of a long and fruitful collaboration with HLRS staff mem-
bers Martin Bernreuther and Christoph Niethammer. In 
2019 the team even set a world record for the largest 
molecular system ever simulated using molecular dy-
namics methods. Using ls1, they efficiently scaled their 
code to a system of 21 trillion atoms in which every in-
dividual molecule and its interactions with other mole-
cules could be tracked.

In the recent work on ammonia, Mace and Vrabec per-
formed molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simula-
tions using ms2 to investigate five commonly used mix-
tures involving ammonia in chemical engineering pro-
cesses: argon-ammonia, methane-ammonia, hydrogen-  
ammonia, nitrogen-ammonia, and oxygen-ammonia. 

For each mixture the simulations generated data de-
scribing the vaporliquid equilibrium (VLE) – a mea-
surement of the distribution of molecules in a system 
across the vapor or liquid phases – for a wide range of 
temperatures and pressures. In their paper Mace and 
Vrabec point out that VLE data is often used in devel-
oping equations of state for industrial fluids; that is, the 
data can be used to predict the state of matter under 
different physical conditions due to changes in tem-
perature, pressure, volume, or composition. Such infor-
mation is essential for determining optimal mixtures 
and working conditions in industrial applications.

Vrabec’s molecular simulations are particularly valuable 
because they can be used to investigate a much wider 
range of scales than is possible using experimental ap-
proaches. “In our simulations, we provided measure-
ments of thermodynamic properties even up to pres-
sures of 50 megapascals. This is 500 times our ambient 
air pressure,” Vrabec remarks. “Although data for am-
monia mixtures have been gathered for more than a 
century, the data coverage is surprisingly narrow. The 
reason is that the effort to measure it experimentally is 
prohibitively huge. It would require expensive special 
equipment that would be dangerous to operate. In com-
puter simulations, we can get results safely and relative-
ly inexpensively.” His methods also provide a compara-
ble level of accuracy to that of experimental  approaches 
in ranges where experimental data is available. 

Simulations of thermodynamic 
properties of mixtures of 
ammonia and other molecules 
provided insights into their 
vapor–liquid equilibria and 
Henry’s constants, important 
factors in determining how 
gases and liquids will mix in 
chemical processes. 
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Betterdataforammoniaresearch
When Mace and Vrabec analyzed their simulation data, 
they showed that although ammonia is a component in 
all five systems they studied, the resulting graphs of VLE 
values look dramatically different for different molec-
ular mixtures. According to Vrabec, “The phase behav-
ior of different mixtures is strongly determined by the 
interactions among the molecules in the system. You 
need to understand these properties if you are inter-
ested in working with ammonia mixtures.”

The paper and its supplementary data offer more than 
400 new data points for each mixture they studied.  Using 
Hawk, they were able to produce the results of each mix-
ture within just a few days of computing time. The results 
will be of particular value for extreme, difficult- to-study 
conditions for which little data is available, and could 
help engineers to identify sweet spots where conditions 
would be optimal for efficient ammonia processing. 

The study included both new simulation data and pre-
viously published data from the scientific literature, en-
abling Mace and Vrabec to compare their results with 
other existing datasets of VLE values. In most situations, 
their results corresponded closely with those of previ-
ous studies. In some cases, however, they identified sig-
nificant divergences between their results and other 
research groups’ experimentally generated measure-

ments and predictions. The authors attribute these dis-
crepancies to limitations or inaccuracies in the corre-
sponding experimental methods. They also suggest that 
specific experimental data sources should be used with 
caution in future research or chemical engineering ap-
plications.

Vrabec says that in recent work, he has focused primar-
ily on simulating thermodynamic properties of molec-
ular systems, generally at the sub-micrometer scale. 
Despite the many orders of magnitude that lie between 
this scale and the level of observable processes, accu-
rate methods exist for translating these molecular level 
insights into useful real-world predictions. As super-
computers grow larger, however, he anticipates that it 
might also become possible to simulate not just prop-
erties but also thermodynamic processes using bound-
ary conditions that are close to real-world applications. 
Increased HPC performance could produce more accu-
rate results about dynamic phenomena with a better 
signal-to-noise ratio. 

In the meantime, though, his team’s results demon-
strate the value of molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo 
simulation using high-performance computing, and will 
provide new understanding of phase behavior that en-
gineers can use to develop new ammoniabased tech-
nologies.

VlasiatorProvidesGlobalModel
of Earth’sMagnetosphere

UsingHLRSsupercomputingresources,scientistsledbyUniversityof HelsinkiphysicistMinna
Palmrothareexploringphenomenain near-Earthspacethatcouldneverbeinvestigatedbefore.

With the development of reusable rockets and smaller, 
cheaper satellites, the space industry is booming. As a 
consequence, society is increasingly dependent on sat-
ellites for critical functions such as communication and 
navigation. Ensuring that satellites remain safe in space 
is thus not only a question of protecting investments, 
but also of ensuring that human life on Earth runs 
smoothly.

Unfortunately, however, scientists still do not have a 
satisfactory understanding of important phenomena in 
near-Earth space that affect satellite function. Dynam-
ics in the solar wind as it approaches Earth, for example, 
can wreak havoc on orbiting satellites, and despite many 
decades of research it has been challenging to develop 
detailed models of such conditions. Obstacles include 
the fact that space is obviously much larger than any-
thing found on Earth, space weather is physically more 
complex than terrestrial weather, and there are limits 
on the number of satellites that can be shot into space 
to gather observational data. In the future, scientists 
would like to be able to predict weather in space as well 
as they do on Earth. For this to be possible, though, 
simulation of space physics using supercomputers is 
needed now.

For more than 10 years, Dr. Minna Palmroth, a professor 
in the Space Physics Research Group at the University 
of Helsinki, has been leading the development of a mod-
el called Vlasiator that holds the potential to improve 
scientists’ understanding of the magnetosphere, the 

region surrounding Earth in which the planet’s electro-
magnetic field interacts with the solar wind. Using sev-
eral generations of supercomputers at HLRS – Hermit, 
Hazel Hen, and now Hawk – she and her team have been 
improving Vlasiator’s capabilities so that it now provides 
a sixdimensional, global model of nearEarth space. In 
what she considers the culmination of her career so far, 
a 2023 publication in the journal Nature Geoscience 
demonstrates that Vlasiator can provide unique insights 
into phenomena that have been impossible to study us-
ing other simulation methods.

Vlasiatorreducesapproximationinparticle
modeling
Physicists have been using computers to simulate con-
ditions in near-Earth space since the 1970s, but existing 
algorithms have had no choice but to approximate some 
of its most important features. In magnetohydrody-
namics (MHD), an established approach for simulating 

Snapshot of the plasma sheet surface in the Vlasiator 
simulation, showing large tail-wide plasma eruptions 
in current density and magnetic field topology. 

The graphs compare simulation 
and experimental data for 
mixtures of ammonia and 
methane at a wide range of 
concentrations, pressures, and 
temperatures. The simulation 
data (represented in blue 
circles) correspond well to 
other experimental data, and 
reveal outliers in experimental 
data (seen, for example, in the 
red diamonds for Kaminishi’s 
1961 results in the lower 
half of the top left figure) that 
are likely to be inaccurate. 
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the magnetosphere, codes contain a built-in assump-
tion that particle velocities in space are distributed in 
the same way they are on Earth; that is, following a nor-
mal distribution. In the terrestrial world, many particles 
in a given 3dimensional cube cluster around an aver-
age velocity, with a relatively small number of outliers 
having either a very low or very high velocity. Because 
temperature is the result of moving particles, this dis-
tribution gives a good representation of the tempera-
ture of the air in the cube.

One longrecognized problem in space physics is that 
proton velocities in space do not follow a normal distri-
bution, but are much more variable. Accounting for pro-
tons’ actual behavior within MHD codes would require 
prohibitively large amounts of computing power, how-
ever. This means that modelers of space have had no 
choice but to treat particles in space in the same way 
as particles on Earth.

For Dr. Palmroth and her colleagues, improvements in 
algorithm development and the arrival of more power-
ful supercomputers like those at HLRS offer the oppor-
tunity to develop a model that doesn’t require this com-
promise. “Running Vlasiator at HLRS, we use a different 
approach that enables us to model all proton-related 
phenomena in near-Earth space as they are, based on 
fundamental physical principles, without the need to 
approximate,” she says.

To produce global simulations of the Earth’s magneto-
sphere and ionosphere, Vlasiator considers six different 
dimensions – three spatial dimensions plus three di-
mensions that quantify particle distributions. The code 
does not model the movement of individual particles, 
but rather represents how proton distribution changes 
in space and time. (The mathematical approach they use 
is called the Vlasov equation.) “The shape of the parti-
cle distribution is crucial in many decades-old mysteries 
that haven’t been solved,” Palmroth explains. “By fo-
cusing on this issue, Vlasiator can reveal processes that 
haven’t been visible before.” This capability has made 
it possible for her team to open new windows for study-
ing space physics.

SimulationexplainsEarthplasmaeruptions
One of the most unpredictable phenomena that takes 
place in the magnetosphere is called a substorm. Here, 
interactions between the solar wind and the Earth’s 
electromagnetic field lead to a buildup and sudden 
ejection of plasma called a plasmoid in the magnetotail, 
the part of the magnetosphere on Earth’s nighttime 
side. From Earth’s surface, these ejections are visible as 
especially spectacular auroras, but they can also dam-
age satellites or interfere with their operation.

Although there have been attempts to explain sub-
storms, their causes have been little understood. One 
potential explanation, called magnetic reconnection, 
suggests that changes in the electromagnetic field in 
the magnetotail sever part of the magnetosphere, which 
is released as a plasmoid. Another, called kinetic insta-
bility, posits that instabilities in the magnetotail pro-
duce waves that disrupt the current that sustains the 
magnetospheric tail, leading to plasmoid ejection.

Running Vlasiator on HLRS’s Hawk supercomputer, 
Palmroth and her team simulated the magnetosphere 
at a scale capable of revealing the physics underlying 
both of these hypotheses. Surprisingly, their results in-
dicated that both magnetic reconnection and kinetic 
instabilities occur, but not in the way that space physi-
cists understood them in the past. Their paper in Nature 
Geoscience reports that plasmoid ejection occurs when 
smaller plasmoids are unified into a large plasmoid as 
a result of disruption in the current, which is caused by 
a kinetic instability.

According to Palmroth, it is the global nature of Vlasiator 
that made these novel findings possible. “Vlasiator now 
includes the upstream solar wind, the magnetosphere, 
and the ionosphere,” she explains. “Plasma phenomena 
occur at a much smaller scale, but because global fea-
tures affect local features, and vice versa, you need a 
global model to provide the necessary context. Without 
the global model, it is impossible to understand the 
evolution of the whole system at the same time.”Researchers in the Vlasiator project used HLRS’s Hawk super computer 

to complete the first 6dimensional simulation of ionscale dynamics 
within nearEarth space. In this visualization, the solar wind encounters 
the Earth’s magnetic field, resulting in a bullet shaped magnetosphere. 
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Comparing Vlasiator’s results to available observation-
al data, Palmroth has found that the results provide a 
detailed and accurate picture. The code enables them 
to observe other features of the magnetosphere as well. 
Additional recent papers have reported on discoveries 
regarding the transmission of foreshock waves through 
Earth’s bow shock, auroral proton precipitation, and the 
properties of Pc3 waves, for example.

Successthroughalong-timepartnership
with HLRS
Palmroth recalls that when she first proposed the idea of 
creating a global ion-kinetic model of the magnetosphere 
around 2004, many colleagues advised her that it would 
never be computationally practical. During Vlasiator’s 
development, however, she has always developed code 
not for the architectures and capabilities of current HPC 
systems, but for future, more powerful HPC technologies.

“This philosophy only works if we are in close collabo-
ration with people who look at the technological future,” 
she explains. “This is why the High-Performance Com-
puting Center Stuttgart is one of my favorite highper-
formance computing centers to work with. HLRS has an 
absolutely exquisite HPC knowledge and expertise, which 
is crucial when we are developing our algorithms. It en-
ables a productive codesign process.”

In addition to opening new fields for studying space sci-
ence, Vlasiator is also remarkable for its efficiency when 
running on HLRS’s Hawk supercomputer. Palmroth says 

that experts in computational modeling are often sur-
prised at the code’s performance, as it scales almost 
linearly when running on up to 200,000 compute cores. 
Palmroth credits this achievement to close collabora-
tion with HLRS’s user support staff, who have provided 
valuable advice on how to manage issues such as input 
output, data storage, and other technical issues neces-
sary for optimal usage of the center’s supercomputers. 
“HPC experts at HLRS set high standards in application 
performance that we strive to realize in practice,” she 
says.

As HPC approaches the exascale, Palmroth and her team 
see a number of opportunities for increasing Vlasiator’s 
capabilities. In the future, they anticipate being able to 
improve the resolution of their model, simulate longer 
periods of physical time, and do multiple runs of the 
same simulation to produce even better models based 
on comparative statistical analysis. Vlasiator was orig-
inally designed for supercomputers based on CPU pro-
cessors, and so the team is also currently completing a 
rewrite of Vlasiator’s code so that its calculations of ve-
locity space can run on GPU accelerators. Because the 
velocity calculations take up to 90 % of the computing 
time, she estimates that this effort could enable the 
code to run at least 20 times faster.

Such plans suggest that as high-performance comput-
ing continues to evolve, the Palmroth Lab will continue 
deliver new insights about the neighborhood surround-
ing our planetary home.

Comparison of modeling techniques using 
magnetohydrodynamics (left) and Vlasiator 
(right). Both methods model electrons as 
a fluid but Vlasiator uses a hybridVlasov 
approach that simulates proton velocities 
as distribution functions. Vlasiator can 
capture ion kinetic effects at a smaller scale, 
and provides a global model that includes 
the solar wind, magnetosphere, and 
ionosphere. 
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HLRSBooks

HighPerformanceComputinginScienceandEngineering‘21
Editors: Wolfgang E. Nagel, Dietmar H. Kröner, Michael M. Resch

This book presents the stateoftheart in supercomputer simulation. It in-
cludes the latest findings from leading researchers using systems from the 
High-Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS) in 2021. The reports 
cover all fields of computational science and engineering ranging from CFD to 
computational physics and from chemistry to computer science with a special 
emphasis on industrially relevant applications. Presenting findings of one of 
Europe’s leading systems, this volume covers a wide variety of applications that 
deliver a high level of sustained performance. The book covers the main meth-
ods in highperformance computing. Its outstanding results in achieving the 
best performance for production codes are of particular interest for both sci-
entists and engineers. It comes with a wealth of color illustrations and tables 
of results.

SustainedSimulationPerformance2021
Editors: Michael M. Resch, Johannes Gebert, Hiroaki Kobayashi, Wolfgang Bez

This book presents the state of the art in high-performance computing on mod-
ern supercomputer architectures. It addresses trends in hardware and software 
development in general. The contributions cover a broad range of topics, from 
performance evaluations in context with power efficiency to computational 
fluid dynamics and highperformance data analytics. In addition, they explore 
new topics like the use of highperformance computers in the field of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning. All contributions are based on selected papers 
presented in 2021 at the 31st Workshop on Sustained Simulation Performance, 
WSSP31, held at HLRS in Stuttgart, Germany, and WSSP32, held at Tohoku Uni-
versity in Sendai, Japan.
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HLRSbyNumbers

153 Staff

35PapersinJournals,Books,
andConferenceProceedings

68

12 VisitingResearchers

 113Scientists

 32Nonscientists

 7StudentAssistants

 1 ResearchAssistant

StaffPublications

Talksby 
HLRSStaff

2Books

1,154Participants

161CourseDays
1,400Participants

36SWS

EducationandTraining

Third-PartyFunds

7,345,882€

784 
VistorsatHLRS

 EU 32 %
 State Gov. / Land 28 %
 Federal Gov. / Bund 27 %
 DFG 8 % 
 Foundations 3 %
 Industry 2 %

41
ContinuingEducation 

Courses

 

12
ScientificWorkshops

16
UniversityLectures

372Participants

19Days

4.928billion 
TotalCoreHoursProduced

131 UserProjects

74 IndustrialCustomers

132 UserPublications

SystemUsage

4.662billion 
CoreHours

 325million 
CoreHours

Research

Industry
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AboutUs
HewlettPackardEnterpriseApollo(Hawk)
HLRS’s flagship supercomputer, called Hawk, was ranked #16 in its November 2020 
debut on the Top500 List of the world’s fastest supercomputers. Based on second- 
generation EPYC processors from AMD, the system is optimized for the sustained 
application performance and high scalability required for largescale simulation, par
ticularly for engineering and the applied sciences. In September 2021, HLRS announced 
the beginning of production of an expansion of Hawk that includes HPE Apollo systems 
with NVIDIA graphic processing units (GPUs). The upgrade has enhanced the center’s 
capacity for deep learning and artificial intelligence applications, and enables new kinds 
of hybrid computing workflows that integrate HPC with Big Data methods.

SystemType:HewlettPackardEnterpriseApollo
CPU Type: AMD EPYC Rome 7742, 64 core, 2.25 GHz
Number of compute nodes: 5,632
Number of compute cores: 720,896
System peak performance: 26 petaflops
Total system memory: ~ 1.44 PB
Total disk storage capacity: ~ 25 PB

SystemType:Apollo6500Gen10Plus
GPU Type: NVIDIA A100 
Number of GPUs: 192
Performance: 120 petaflops AI performance

CrayCS-Storm

The Cray CSStorm is optimized for artificial intelligence (AI) workloads, including 
processingintensive applications for deep learning. Based on a GPU architecture, the 
CSStorm provides a highperformance platform for deep learning frameworks such 
as TensorFlow and PyTorch, while also supporting use of classical machine learning tools 
such as Apache Spark and scikitlearn. The system is installed with the Cray UrikaCS 
AI and analytics suite, enabling HLRS users to address complex problems and process 
data with higher accuracy.

Deep learning partition: 64 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs
Cray CS500 Spark partition: 8 CPU nodes 
Software compiler: UrikaCS AI Suite 
Interconnect: HDR100 Infiniband

InsideOurComputingRoom

Funding for Hawk was provided by the BadenWürttemberg 
Ministry of Science, Research and Arts, and by the German 
Federal Ministry for Education and Research through the 
Gauss Centre for Supercomputing (GCS). Hawk is part of 
the GCS national supercomputing infrastructure.
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AMD GPUSystem
Installed in 2021, this GPU-based system was donated to HLRS by hardware manu-
facturer AMD as a part of AMD’s COVID-19 High-Performance Computing Fund. The 
system is dedicated to providing computing resources for medical research related to 
the COVID19 pandemic and other diseases, and provides data analytics capacity for 
addressing sudden demands for simulation and data analytics that can occur in crisis 
situations. This system is integrated into HLRS’s Vulcan cluster. 

Processors: 10 × AMD EPYC
Accelerators: 80 × AMD Instinct
Performance: 530 TFlops, 64bit

NECCluster(Vulcan)
This standard PC cluster was installed in 2009. Its configuration has been continually 
adapted to meet increasing demands and provide requirement optimized solutions, 
including CPU, GPU, and vector computing components. The current configuration is as 
follows.

IntelXeonGold6248@2.5GHz(CascadeLake)  
Number of nodes: 96 
Memory per node: 128 GB 
 
IntelXeonGold6138@2.0GHz(SkyLake) 
Number of nodes: 100 
Memory per node: 192 GB

IntelXeonE5-2660v3@2.6GHz(Haswell) 
Number of nodes: 88 
Memory per node: 256 GB

IntelXeonE5-2680v3@2.5GHz(Haswell) 
Number of nodes: 168 
Memory per node: 384 GB

AMD Radeon 
CPU: Intel Xeon Silver 4112 @ 2.6 GHz (Skylake) 
Number of nodes: 6 
Memory per node: 96 GB 
CPU: 1 × AMD Radeon Pro WX8200 
CPU memory: 8 GB

IntelXeonE5-2667v4@3.2GHz(Broadwell) 
mitP100 
Number of nodes: 10 
Memory per node: 256 GB 
CPU: 1 × Nvidia P100 
CPU memory: 12 GB

NECSX-AuroraTSUBASAA300-8@2.6GHz 
Number of nodes: 8 
Memory per node: 192 GB 
Vector engines: 8 × NEC Type 10B @ 1.4 GHz 
Vector engine memory: 48 GB @ 1.2 TB/second

Interconnects  
Infiniband EDR/FDR/HDR/QDR

 CFD 50,85%
 Physics 34,10%
 Bioinformatics 4,06%
 Other 3,52%
 Chemistry 2,03%
 Festkörperphysik 1,94%
 Reactive Flows 1,30%
 Transportation and Climate 1,26%
 Materials Simulation & Materials Research 0,76%
 Electrical Engineering 0,16%
 Computer Science 0,02%

 North RhineWestphalia 45,19%
 BadenWürttemberg 32,30%
 Hesse 8,52%
 Brandenburg 7,77%
 Rheinland-Palatinate 2,64%
 Thuringia 1,42%
 Berlin 0,81%
 Bavaria 0,59%
 Federal Research Center 0,36%
 Saxony 0,30%
 Saxony-Anhalt 0,09%
 Hamburg 0,01%

UserProfile

In2023theGaussCentreforSupercomputingapproved10newlarge-scale
projects(eachprojectrequiringmorethan35millioncorehours)forHLRS’s
 flagshipsupercomputer,Hawk,foratotalof3.64billioncore-hours.Intotal,
131 scientificprojects,includingtestprojects,wereactiveonHawkin2023,
for a totalof4.454billioncorehours.

SystemUsagebyScientificDiscipline

SystemUsagebyState
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Third-PartyFundedResearchProjects

Inadditiontoprovidingsupercomputingresourcesforscientistsandengineersinacademiaandindustry,
HLRSconductsitsownfundedresearchonimportanttopicsrelevantforhigh-performancecomputing
(HPC),artificialintelligence,visualization,andhigh-performancedataanalytics.Theseactivities,many
of whichareconductedincollaborationwithinvestigatorsatotherinstitutesandinindustry,address
key problemsfacingsupercomputingandareopeningupnewopportunitiesforaddressingkeyGerman,
European,andglobalchallenges.Thefollowingisalistoffundedprojectsin2023.
 
For more information about our current projects, visit www.hlrs.de/projects.

3xa
November2022–October2025 BMBF
Will develop scalable methods for the simulation of 
three-body interactions in particle systems, applying 
vectorized kernels, dynamic load balancing approach-
es, and adaptive resolution schemata. 

AIAllianceBW
August2023–March2026 MWK
The AI Alliance BadenWürttemberg aims to develop 
a data platform for AIrelevant data exchange among 
academic and industrial stakeholders.

bwHPC-S5
July2018–January2026 MWK
Coordinates support for HPC users in BadenWürt-
temberg and the implementation of related measures 
and activities, including data intensive computing and 
largescale scientific data management.

CapeReviso
July2020–December2023 BMVI
By combining machine learning, sensor technology, 
network analysis and virtual reality in digital twins, 
HLRS is developing planning and decision support 
tools for conflict analysis and reduction between 
cyclists and pedestrians.

CASTIEL2
January2023–December2025 JU
CASTIEL 2 facilitates collaboration among the 
EuroCC 2 National Competence Centers and the 
EuroHPC Joint Undertaking Centers of Excellence, 
promoting the development of HPC expertise 
and the adoption of leading codes across Europe.

CEEC
January2023–December2026 JU
The Center of Excellence in Exascale CFD will improve 
European stateoftheart computational fluid 
dynamics algorithms to prepare them for efficient 
performance on exascale supercomputers.

FunderAbbreviations: 
BMBF – Federal Ministry of Education and Research | BMVI – Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure | BMWi – Federal Ministry 
for Economic Affairs and Energy | CZS – Carl Zeiss Foundation | DBU – German Federal Environmental Foundation | DFG – German Research 
Foundation | EC – European Commission | EU – European Union | ICM – InnovationsCampus Mobilität der Zukunft | JU – EuroHPC Joint 
Undertaking | MWK – BadenWürttemberg Ministry for Science, Research, and Art | UM – BadenWürttemberg Ministry of the Environment, 
Climate Protection and the Energy Sector | WAT –BadenWürttemberg Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labor and Tourism

 New in 2023    Grantawarded,startsin2024

ChEESE-2P
January2023–December2026 JU
Focusing on critical applications for the prediction of 
geohazards, the EuroHPC JU Centre of Excellence 
aims to become a hub for HPC software within the 
solid earth community.

CIRCE
November2021–October2024 BMBF,MWK
A study to assess potential applications of high-per-
formance computing (HPC) in crisis situations, and 
what organizational procedures are needed to ensure 
that HPC resources are immediately available.

DECICE
December2022–November2025 EU
DECICE is developing an open and portable cloud 
management framework that will enable the automat-
ic and adaptive optimization of software applications 
for heterogeneous computing architectures.

DEGREE
June2021–April2024 DBU
DEGREE is investigating a method for increasing 
energy efficiency in data centers by dynamically 
controlling cooling circuit temperatures, and 
 developing guidelines for implementing the resulting 
concepts.

EE-HPC
September2022–August2025 BMBF
EEHPC is testing an approach for improving energy 
efficiency in HPC systems by automatically regulating 
system parameters and settings based on current job 
requirements.

ENRICH
April2021–March2023 UM
Analyzed current developments in IT and the 
 operation of high-performance computing (HPC) 
centers regarding their resource efficiency and 
sustainability potential.

EuroCC2
January2023–December2025 EU
Supported by the EuroHPC Joint Undertaking, 
EuroCC 2 manages a European network of National 
Competence Centers (NCC) for highperformance com-
puting and related technologies, promoting a common 
level of expertise across the participating countries.

EuroHyPerCon
October2023–June2024 EU
EuroHyPerCon aims to shape the future of HPC in 
Europe by defining a longterm hyperconnectivity 
specification and implementation roadmap to meet 
Europe’s future ultrahighspeed network requirements.

exaFOAM
April2021–March2024 EU
Working to reduce bottlenecks in performance scaling 
for computational fluid dynamics applications on mas-
sively parallel highperformance computing systems.

EXCELLERATP2
January2023–December2026 JU
EXCELLERAT P2 is developing advanced applications 
for engineering in the manufacturing, energy, 
 aeronautics, and automotive sectors, focusing on use 
cases that demonstrate the importance of HPC, 
HPDA, and AI for European competitiveness.

FF4EuroHPC
September2020–October2023 EU,JU
Conducted outreach and provided support to Europe’s 
small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) to enable 
them to profit from the advantages offered by high 
performance computing technologies and services.

Gaia-X4ICM
May2022–December2024 MWK,ICM
The goal of GaiaX4ICM is to implement a scaling 
production platform based on the GaiaX ecosystem 
for the InnovationCampus Mobility of the Future 
(ICM) to make GaiaX more usable for production of 
 planning systems, industrial controls, and sensor 
data, among other applications.
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HANAMI 
March2024–February2027 JU
HANAMI fosters collaboration between Europe and 
Japan to develop applications for future generations 
of supercomputers across diverse scientific fields, 
including environmental sciences, biomedicine, and 
materials science.

HiDALGO 2 
January2023–December2026 BMBF,JU
HiDALGO2 is addressing challenges caused by 
climate change, focusing on technical issues related 
to scalability on HPC and AI infrastructures, the 
use of computational fluid dynamics methods, and 
 uncertainty analysis.

HPCSPECTRA
January2024–December2025 JU,EU
HPC SPECTRA will promote the development of HPC 
expertise across Europe by building a comprehensive 
online platform of training opportunities, making it 
easy for trainees to find courses that fit their interests 
and needs.

IKILeUS
December2021–November2024 BMBF
HLRS is the coordinating center for this project 
to integrate artificial intelligence (AI) topics into 
curricula at the University of Stuttgart, and to 
 implement AI technologies to improve instruction.

InHPC-DE
November2017–June2024 BMBF
InHPCDE furthers the federation of Germany‘s three 
national HPC centers, addresses new requirements 
such as security, and evaluates the GaiaX ecosystem 
in the context of high-performance computing.

Inno4scale
July2023–March2025 JU,EU
Inno4scale will identify and provide funding to support 
the development of advanced algorithms and applica-
tions for upcoming European exascale systems.

KoLabBW
March2021–December2024 MWK
KoLab BW is developing tools for meeting and 
collaborating from remote locations in three-dimen-
sional virtual reality environments.

MERIDIONAL
October2022–September2026 EU
This project is developing tools for assessing the 
performance and loads experienced by onshore, 
offshore, and airborne wind energy systems.

NFDI4Cat
October2020–September2025 DFG
As a participant in the German National Research 
Data Infrastructure initiative, this consortium is 
creating a national platform for data integration in 
catalysis and chemical engineering research.

ORCHESTRA
December2020–November2024 EU
ORCHESTRA is developing a networked platform for 
sharing data and for creating a new large-scale, 
pan-European cohort for research on the SARS-
CoV2 pandemic, providing a model for addressing 
future public health threats.

S+T+ARTSAIR
April2023–September2024 EC,MWK
S+T+ARTS AIR is making supercomputing tech-
nologies and expertise available to enable innovative 
collaborations involving the arts, science, and 
 technology.

SDC4Lit
May2019–April2023 MWK
An interdisciplinary research project to sustainably 
organize the data lifecycle in digital literature. The 
resulting infrastructure will offer a data repository 
and research platform for the digital humanities. 

SEQUOIAEnd-to-End
January2023–March2024 WAT
SEQUOIA EndtoEnd aims to develop transparent, 
automated, and controllable end-to-end solutions 
for the industrial use of hybrid quantum applications 
and algorithms through holistic quantum software 
engineering.

SERRANO
January2021–December2023 EU
Aimed to introduce a novel ecosystem of cloudbased 
technologies, from specialized hardware resources 
to software toolsets, to enable applicationspecific 
service instantiation and optimal customization.

SimTech 
July2023–June2025 DFG
This interdisciplinary Excellence Cluster at the 
University of Stuttgart is developing simulation 
technologies for integrative systems science. HLRS 
focuses on uncertainty quantification for heteroge-
neous hardware architectures in dispersion problems.

SimulatedWorlds
January2011–August2024 MWK
Offers students opportunities to develop and exe-
cute simulation projects in collaboration with HLRS 
scientists.

SiVeGCS 
January2017–December2025 BMBF,MWK
Coordinates and ensures the availability of HPC 
resources of the Gauss Centre for Supercomputing, 
addressing issues related to funding, operation, 
training, and user support across Germany’s national 
HPC infrastructure.

SRI DiTEnS 
April2023–March2029 CZS
SRI DiTEnS is developing methods for discursive 
transformation in local energy systems, using 
 urban digital twins involving virtual reality to 
 support decision making among stakeholders.

TargetDART
October2022–September2025 BMBF
Developing a taskbased approach for highly scalable 
simulation software that mitigates load imbalance 
on heterogenous systems through dynamic, adaptive, 
and reactive distribution of computational load across 
compute resources.

TOPIO
November2022–October2025 BMBF
Focusing on a large-scale, high-resolution Earth 
system model, TOPIO is investigating read and write 
rates for large amounts of data on high-performance 
file systems, as well as approaches that use compres-
sion to reduce the amount of data without causing 
a significant loss of information.

TrustinInformation
August2020–June2024 MWK
Multidisciplinary research led by the HLRS Depart-
ment of Philosophy that is developing perspectives 
for assessing the trustworthiness of computational 
science and limiting the spread of misinformation.

WindHPC
October2022–September2025 BMBF
In the first ever project to connect computers in 
wind farms with an HPC center, WindHPC aims to 
reduce energy consumption by improving efficiency 
in simulation codes, HPC workflows, and data 
 management.
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HPCTrainingCoursesin2023

HLRSoffered41coursesin2023,providingcontinuingprofessionaleducationonawiderangeoftopics
relevantforhigh-performancecomputing.Thecoursestookplaceover161course-days,onlineandin
StuttgartandincooperationwithotherinstitutesinGermanyandinternationally.Atotalof1,154trainees
participatedintheseactivities.

For a current listing of upcoming courses, please visit www.hlrs.de/training.

Date Location Topic Host
Jan 23–Feb 24 online/blended HPCCluster – Auslegung, Kosten & Nachhaltigkeit HLRS (SCA)

Feb 13–17 online Fortran for Scientific Computing HLRS

Feb 20–24 online Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics HLRS/DLR

Mar 7–10 online Modern C++ Software Design (Intermediate) HLRS

Mar 13–17 Stuttgart CFD with OpenFOAM HLRS

Mar 20–24 Stuttgart Iterative Solvers and Parallelization HLRS

Mar 27–31 Dresden Parallel Programming with MPI & OpenMP and Tools ZIH/HLRS

Apr 11–14 Mainz Parallelization with MPI and OpenMP ZDV/HLRS

Apr 17–18 online AI for Science Bootcamp * NVIDIA/HLRS/
JSC/LRZ/VSC

Apr 17–May 15 online/blended Datenmanagement HLRS (SCA)

Apr 24–May 5 online/blended Paralleles Programmieren mit OpenMP HLRS (SCA)

Apr 26–27 online NVIDIA/HLRS SciML GPU Bootcamp HLRS/NVIDIA

May 9–12 Stuttgart Modern C++ Software Design (Advanced) HLRS

May 15–16 online NWays to GPU Programming Bootcamp * NVIDIA/HLRS/
LRZ/JSC/VSC

May 22–26 Stuttgart/online Optimization of Nodelevel Performance and Scaling on Hawk HLRS

Jun 5–7 online From Machine Learning to Deep Learning: a concise  introduction HLRS

Jun 5–Jul 17 online/blended HPC-Cluster – Aufbau & Betrieb HLRS (SCA)

Jun 12–13 online Efficient Parallel Programming with GASPI HLRS/Fraun-
hofer-ITWM

Jun 12–14 online Data analytics for engineering data using machine learning Fraunhofer- 
SCAI/HLRS

Jun 15–16 online Introduction to NEC SXAurora TSUBASA vector platform HLRS/NEC

Jun 19–23 Stuttgart Fortran for Scientific Computing HLRS

Jun 27–30 online NodeLevel Performance Engineering HLRS/NHR@
FAU

Jul 4–7 Stuttgart Modern C++ Software Design (Intermediate) HLRS

Jul 11–13 Stuttgart Deep Learning and GPU programming using OpenACC NEW HLRS/LRZ

Jul 26–28 Stuttgart Summer School: Trust and Machine Learning NEW HLRS

Aug 16–24 online Sixday course in parallel programming with MPI/OpenMP ETH/HLRS

Sep 11–Oct 13 online/blended Performance Optimierung – Kommunikation HLRS (SCA)

Sep 13–15 online Introduction to oneAPI, SYCL2020 and OpenMP offloading * HLRS/INTEL

Sep 18–22 Stuttgart CFD with OpenFOAM HLRS

Sep 25–28 online AMD Instinct GPU Training NEW HLRS/AMD

Sep 25–29 Stuttgart Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics HLRS/DLR

Sep 25–Oct 27 online/blended Linguistische Datenverarbeitung & Zeitreihenvorhersage HLRS (SCA)

Oct 9–10 Stuttgart Scientific Visualization HLRS

Oct 16–20 Stuttgart Parallel Programming Workshop (with TtT) HLRS

Oct 23–27 Stuttgart Julia for High-Performance Computing HLRS

Oct 30–Dec 4 online/blended Datenanalyse mit HPC HLRS (SCA)

Nov 6–10 Stuttgart/online Optimization of Scaling, I/O and Nodelevel Performance 
on Hawk

HLRS

Nov 21–24 Stuttgart/online Modern C++ Software Design (Advanced) HLRS

Nov 27–30 online Advanced parallel programming with MPI and OpenMP (online) JSC/HLRS

Dec 4–7 online Introduction to GPU Programming using CUDA NEW HLRS

Dec 11–15 Stuttgart/online Fortran for Scientific Computing HLRS

*  EuroCC 2 courses: HLRS is a member of the Gauss Centre for Supercomputing (GCS). EuroCC@GCS is the German National Competence 
Centre (NCC) for HighPerformance Computing. This course is provided within the framework of EuroCC 2. 

TtT: Train the Trainer Courses | NEW: New or significantly modified course 

InstituteAbbreviations 
AMD – Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. | DLR – German Aerospace Center | ETH – Scientific IT Services, ETH Zurich | F. ITWM – Fraunhofer Institute 
for Industrial Mathematics | F. SCAI – Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and Scientific Computing | HLRS – HighPerformance Computing 
Center Stuttgart | HLRS (SCA) – Supercomputing Academy of the HLRS | INTEL – Intel Corporation | JSC – Jülich Supercomputing Centre |  
LRZ – Leibniz Supercomputing Centre | NEC – Nippon Electric Company | NHR@FAU – Erlangen National High Performance Computing Center | 
NVIDIA – Nvidia Corporation | VSC Vienna – Vienna Scientific Cluster | ZDV – Data Center, University of Mainz | IH – Center for Information 
Services and High Performance Computing (TU Dresden)

 Parallel Programming
 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
 Performance Optimization and Debugging
 Data in HPC, Deep Learning, Machine Learning and AI
 Programming Languages for Scientific Computing

 Scientific Visualization
 Compute Cluster – Usage and Administration
 Community and domainspecific content
 GPU Programming

Date Location Topic Host
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WorkshopsandConferencesin2023

Mar 29 High-PerformanceComputinginCrisis
Situations
In an event organized for representatives of public ad-
ministration and institutions, HLRS staff presented 
case studies on how HPC and AI can support crisis man-
agement and help address global challenges.

Mar 31 TheENRICHProject
This event presented the results of a twoyear collab-
orative research project focusing on identifying new 
opportunities for improving sustainability in IT and 
computing centers.

Apr 13–14 35thWorkshoponSustainedSimulation
Performance
Organized in cooperation with NEC, this annual meet-
ing brings scientists, application developers, and hard-
ware designers from different continents together to 
discuss hardware architectures, programming styles, 
and strategies for achieving the highest possible sus-
tained application performance.

Jul 17 Explaining,Understanding,Optimizing:
TheRoleofAIinHigh-PerformanceComputing
This digital workshop organized by the CIRCE project 
explored issues of explainability in AI models and how 
AI can be used in simulation.

Jul 26–28 SummerSchool:TrustandMachineLearning
This three-day meeting discussed ethical, epistemic, 
and practical facets of machine learning, focusing on 
the challenges of assessing the trustworthiness of such 
methods.

Sep 27 CIRCEDigitalWorkshop
The project CIRCE is evaluating what measures are 
needed to make HPC available to support decision 
making in crisis situations. This workshop presented an 
introduction to data processing and simulation using 
HPC systems.

Oct 12–13 26thResultsandReviewWorkshop
Scientists and engineers, including users of HLRS’s 
computing infrastructure, presented and discussed re-
search results as well as challenges and best practices 
in using HPC systems.

Oct 18–19 HPCIndustrySummit
Coordinated by HLRS as part of the EuroCC 2 and 
FF4EuroHPC projects, the conference demonstrated 
how simluation, AI, and highperformance data analytics 
can catalyze innovation, streamline processes, and 
maximize productivity in SMEs.

Nov 8 50YearsofScientificCollaboration
This international research conference celebrated the 
anniversary of a partnership between the University of 
Stuttgart and the Donetsk National Technical University 
in Ukraine. 

Nov 27–28 CapeRevisoAbschlusssymposium
The project CapeReviso developed methods for using 
digital twins, machine learning, sensors, and other digital 
technologies to reduce conflicts between cyclists and 
pedestrians in cities. At this symposium, research part-
ners presented results to representatives of local com-
munities, city planners, citizen activists, and scientists.

Nov 30–Dec 1 SAS23–ReliabilityorTrustworthiness?
Recent debates on AI have pointed out trust as a sem-
inal issue. The philosophy of trust has developed fun-
damentally different notions of what this means, how-
ever. The Science and Art of Simulation 23 conference 
explored whether reliability or trustworthiness should 
be the goal of AI and simulation models.

Dec 5 7thIndustrialHPCUserRoundTable(iHURT)
The annual iHURT meeting facilitates dialogue between 
HLRS and its industrial user community, focusing on 
innovative applications of HPC for research and devel-
opment as well as challenges that industry faces in us-
ing HPC.
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Departments

Administration
Leader: Susanne Maier
Manages issues related to the day-to-day operation of 
HLRS. Areas of responsibility include financial plan-
ning, controlling and bookkeeping, financial project 
management and project controlling, legal issues, hu-
man resources development, personnel administration, 
procurement and inventory, and event support.

ConvergedComputing
Leader: Dennis Hoppe
Advances the convergence of artificial intelligence (AI), 
cloud, edge, and quantum computing with highperfor-
mance computing (HPC). The group’s goal is to make 
HPC more accessible by transforming operational mod-
els and promoting seamless workflows across the en-
tire computing spectrum. This integration enables hy-
brid HPC/AI workflows that combine traditional simu-
lations with AI techniques, including big data, machine 
learning, and deep learning. Additionally, the depart-
ment works to lower the barriers to supercomputing 
and broaden the HPC ecosystem to new users through 
virtualization technologies like containers, workflow 
orchestration, and job scheduling. Consequently, we 
have developed expertise in creating and managing dy-
namic, scalable federated cloud computing services 
such as GaiaX.

High-PerformanceComputingNetwork–Produc-
tion(HPCNProduction)
Leader: Thomas Beisel
Responsible for the operation of all platforms in the 
compute server infrastructure. This department also 
operates the network infrastructure necessary for HPC 
system function and is responsible for security on net-
works and provided platforms.

Infrastructure
Leader: Michael Zündel
Responsible for planning and operating facilities and 
infrastructure at HLRS. This division ensures reliable 
and efficient operation of the HLRS high-performance 
computing systems, provides a comfortable working 
environment for HLRS staff, and fosters all aspects of 
energy efficient HPC operation. It is also responsible for 
HLRS’s sustainability program, which encourages and 
supports the entire HLRS staff in acting according to 
principles of sustainability.

NumericalMethodsandLibraries
Leader: Dr.-Ing. Ralf Schneider
Provides numerical libraries and compilers for HLRS 
computing platforms. The department has expertise in 
implementing algorithms on different processors and 
HPC environments, including vectorization based on 
the architecture of modern computers. Department 
members also conduct research related to the simula-
tion of blood flow and bone fracture in the human body, 
and are responsible for training courses focused on 
programming languages and numerical methods that 
are important for HPC.

PhilosophyofComputationalSciences
Leader: Nico Formanek 
Examines both how computer simulation and machine 
learning are changing science and technology develop-
ment, and how society and politics react to these 
changes: Does simulation and machine learning change 
our understanding of knowledge and how we justify sci-
entific results? How can computerbased methods help 
to overcome uncertainties about the future? And how 
do we deal with the uncertainties of simulation and ma-
chine learning itself?

ProjectControllingandManagementOffice
Leader: Dr. Natalie Lewandowski
The Project Controlling and Management Office 
(PCMO) is responsible for the controlling and quality 
assurance of current research projects at HLRS or with 
HLRS as a beneficiary, and the management of large
scale third-party funded projects, including coordina-
tion and business development tasks. The PCMO also 
assists coordination at the proposal planning and writ-
ing stage and acts as a supporting and coordinating 
entity between the HLRS management, department 
heads, and HLRS administration in project-related 
matters.

ProjectandUserManagement,Accounting
Leader: Dr. Thomas Bönisch
Responsible for user management and accounting, in-
cluding creating and maintaining web interfaces nec-
essary for (federal) project management and data avail-
ability for users. The department also conducts activities 
related to the European supercomputing infrastructure 
and data management. This involves operating and 
continually developing the highperformance storage 
system as well as conceiving new strategies for data 
management for users and projects working in the field 
of research data management.

PublicRelations
Leader: Sophia Honisch
Responsible for all areas of HLRS’s external communi-
cations, from media relations to the management of 
HLRS’s website and social media accounts: It is the 
main contact point for press and the broader public. 
The PR department communicates about HLRS’s wide 
range of scientific and engineering disciplines, its re-
search (projects) as well as its services, and dissemi-
nates results, new findings, and insights gained.

ScalableProgrammingModelsandTools
Leader: Dr. José Gracia
Conducts research into parallel programming models 
and into tools to assist development of parallel appli-
cations in HPC. Currently the focus is on transparent 
global address spaces with background data transfers, 
task-parallelism based on distributed data-dependen-
cies, collective offloading of I/O operations, and par-
allel debugging. As a service to HLRS users, the group 
also maintains part of the software stack related to pro-
gramming models, debugging, and performance analy-
sis tools. 

TrainingandScalableAlgorithms
Leader: Dr-Ing. Lorenzo Zanon
The Department of Training and Scalable Algorithms 
(TASC) organizes and implements HLRS’s training ac-
tivities focusing on a variety of topics in highperfor-
mance computing, artificial intelligence, and modeling 
and simulation. These include compact, high-intensity 
courses, blended learning modules, and public out-
reach activities. In each area, the goal of the TASC team 
is to provide an outstanding learning experience by of-
fering training on relevant topics, with uptodate and 
audiencefocused content, and given by highlyqualified 
instructors. Besides teaching and outreach activities, 
TASC conducts research on the development of effi-
cient algorithms for scientific computing applications.

Visualization
Leader: Dr.-Ing. Uwe Wössner
Supports engineers and scientists in the visual analysis 
of data produced by simulations on high-performance 
computers. By providing technologies capable of im-
mersing users in visual representations of their data, 
the department enables users to interact directly with 
it, reducing analysis time and enabling new kinds of in-
sights. The department is developing tools for visual-
ization in virtual reality, augmented reality, and has de-
signed a software system for integrating processing 
steps spread across multiple hardware platforms into a 
seamless distributed simulation and visualization envi-
ronment.
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Using vsualization technologies including digital twins, 
HLRS has helped engineers at Junkers Aircraft and 
Kasaero GmbH in designing a modernized version of 
the iconic A50 Junior airplane, and supported energy 
company EnBW in the planning and ongoing construc-
tion of a new pumped storage power plant in the Black 
Forest.
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